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FOREWORD BY THE DIRECTOR GENERAL
In order to track the progress of Vision 2030 and Agenda 2063 of our beloved Namibia, we will
have to rely on data of which the majority of the data is produced by the Namibia Statistics
Agency (NSA). In addition to these two development Agendas, we have medium term plans such
as the National Development Plans (NDPs), Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF) and
other sectoral plans that need statistics to monitor progress of implementation of such plans.
Conducting the 2021 Population and Housing
Census is an important national project that
will ensure availability of all required data for
planning, policy making and decision making.
The 2021 Census project starts with the Census
preparations, also known as Census Mapping.
The NSA requires the full participation of each
and every Namibian and inhabitant of Namibia
during these two phases of Census. It will be
required by each one of us in the country to avail
ourselves to be counted and enumerated as per
the provisions of the Statistics Act (Act No. 9
of 2011). Our cooperation for both the Census

with the aim of better resource allocation and
planning for amenities and infrastructures.
As an example, it’s been encouraging to note
that both poverty and inequality has been
reducing gradually. Without data the ability of
Government to measure progress made across
the various socio-economic developmental
initiatives will be curtailed.

Mapping and eventually the 2021 Census will
not only ensure that there will be value for funds
invested by the government of the day, but also
to ensure that all our future needs are recorded
by government.

competition for resources by the many and
equally important priorities of Government. I am
particularly gratified by the fact that the NSA
has greatly ventured out to solicit and mobilise
resources in aiding this ever important national
census and in so doing meeting Government
more than half way. Such initiatives at a time
of profound financial constraints are applauded.
The success of this initiative is ascribed to the
hosting of the Census Resource Mobilisation
Conference in February of 2020.

The above outlined plea is based on the notion
that “One cannot manage what one cannot
measure”. Over the years since independence
the NSA has been producing statistics in the
socio-economic environment of the country
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To the NSA Board I convey my sincere
gratitude for the guidance accorded to the NSA
Management in weathering the storm of the
current economic hardship given the current

The NSA has continued to provide relaible
economic, demographic and spatial data
throughout the year. It is against this background
that I further to the above applaud the NSA’s
Management and staff for the diligent work
in providing these vital statistics which data
formulates evidence-based policies and lays the
basis for informed decisions.

As I conclude, I want to comment on the fact that
the NSA has held a clean record of unqualified
Audited Annual Financial Statements in
recent history and this trend is profoundly
commendable. This is a record well worth
maintaining while entrenching it as the NSAS’s
niche operational excellence.

Hon. Obeth Kandjoze
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MESSAGE FROM THE NSA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
First and foremost, allow me to congratulate the Honorable Obeth Kandjoze on his
reappointed as Director General of the National Planning Commission. This continuation
of our political principle ties in well with the completion of the Management team as the
entire Executive Management team is now complete and ready to take on the tasks that
the Board has delegated to the NSA via the Statistician-General.
Now that the Executive Management team is fully
in place, with the support of the Management
teams and staff and the oversight of the Board,
it is our expectation as the Board for the NSA
to continue with the effective execution of its
mandate and use innovative ways to overcome
any challenges faced. It is with the same
determination that management shown when
it held the Census Resource Mobilisation,
as well as the launching of the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG) Portal that we as the
Board is requesting management to apply when
taking on the challenges and exciting initiatives
of 2020/21.
One of the major challenges that the NSA faced
is the lack of adequate funding that the Agency
has been receiving for the past four years or so
due to the ailing economy. This situation creates
an opportunity for the Agency to become more
innovative to build on the conceptualisation of
ideas that the Agency had during the period
under review such as how to become more
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cost effective, generating of revenue, as well
as how to position itself for the challenges
and opportunities of the Fourth Industrial
Revolution. To this end, we pleased to note that
at least one of the Managers equipped herself
with a Master Degree in Data Science and with
her skills, the Agency will now be more geared to
actively pursue any beneficial data and analytics
related projects. We would like to commend
management for its insight for approving, via
the Training and Development committee, such
skills as Data Science skills to be part of the NSA.
During the year under review , he NSA produced
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG)
Portal with other complementing tools and
the preparations of the following standards
that will be gazetted in the coming weeks: (i)
The Namibia Quality Assurance Framework for
Statistics (NQAFS);
(ii) The Implementation Plan for Namibia
Quality Assurance Framework for Statistics
(NQAFS); and

(iii) The Namibian Statistical System Standard
for Measuring ‘Leave No One Behind’.
We believe that due to the above initiatives,
together with the National Strategy for
the Development of Statistics (NSDS), the
production of quality statistics will be further
strengthened. This is so because the National
Statistics System (NSS), which are the users and
producers of statistics, will be better equipped in
the development and usage of statistics from a
standards perspective. Without well-developed
standards, there cannot be quality statistics.
The NSDS, once developed, will be a framework
aimed at strengthening coordination of the
NSS and subsequently improve the quality and
statistical processes in Namibia.
We are pleased to note that during the year
under review the Agency continued to adhere
to best international standards with regards to
the production of statistical products in order
to ensure that we are at par with the entire
world. We appreciate that technical support
from international bodies led by the United
Nations and development partners from all over
the world to ensure that our data production
is outstanding so that we continue to remain
relevant to the needs of our stakeholders.
aAll the milestones the NSA has achieved
happened despite the challenges that the Agency

faced. One major challenge experienced during
the financial year is the financial constraints
which resulted that some projects could not be
realised because of financial constraints. Such
two projects that could not take place are notably
the Labour Force Survey of 2019, as well as the
Household Income and Expenditure Survey.
We will not do justice to Namibia and the NSA
at large if we do not make mention of one of
our executives Mr. Alex Mudabeti who was
appointed as a co-Chair of the UN Expert Group
on Integration of Statistical and Geospatial
Information (UN EG ISGI), a first for the Namibia
Statistics Agency. Congratulations Alex Mudabeti
and we are proud of you!
Finally, We would like to take this opportunity
to acknowledge the support we received from
the Namibian government and contribution
of our local and international partners who
are constantly supporting us financially and
technically. We are grateful for that. The Board
would are appreciative of the NSA Management
and staff for their tireless contributions to the
continued production of timely and quality
statistics. The same gratitude goes to the general
public who are generally good respondents,
please keep it up and we are relying on your
usual cooperation during the Census Mapping
and the 2021 Population and Housing Census
enumerations.

Dr John Steytler
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OVERVIEW BY THE STATISTICIAN-GENERAL & CEO
The financial year 2019/20 was relatively a successful one for the Namibia Statistics
Acgency in terms of the staff related matters and on the operational front. Some of
the milestones achieved in the period under review are:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)
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The search for the Head of the Economic
Statistics Department has comes to an
end with the appointment of the Executive:
Economic Statistics in February 2020.
The Agency started off with the first GIS
enabled Census Mapping, in preparation
for the 2021 Population and Housing
Census.
The Agency also implemented its Revenue
Generating Strategy, a strategy aimed at
complementing the Government in terms
of the funding for the Agency.
The following two standards were gazetted:
Guidelines for Permission to Collect Data
as well as the Namibia Quality Assurance
Framework for Statistics.
The Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) Baseline report together with the
SDG Indicator Framework and SDG Portal
for Namibia was launched in July 2019 by
the Minister of Economic Planning and
Director General of the National Planning
Commission.
The Financial Year 2019/20 also ended
Namibia Statistics Agency

on a high note when the Agency hosted
a relatively successful Census Resource
Mobilisation Workshop in February 2020
where an amount of more than N$ 40
million was raised in cash and in kind
support. This amount raised constitutes a
more than 25% of the 2021 Census Budget
shortfall.
This Annual Report is derived from the Annual
Work Plan of 2019/20 which is an extract of the
third Five-Year Strategic Plan which runs from
2017/18 till end of 2021/22 Financial Year. The
Agency Strategic Plan has six Strategic Goals
and herewith is a summary of each Strategic
Goal:
Goal 1: Achieve Development of the Human
Capital and Professional Capacity
The Agency focused on the Training and
Development of staff making use of a Vocational
Education Training (VET) refund that the Agency
obtained after it was established that the
Agency is exempted from paying VET levies.

This initiative allowed staff members to study for
both the formal academic qualifications as well
as short training courses to fill identified skills
gaps.
Goal 2: Achieve an effective and efficient
statistical system
The coordination of the National Strategy for
the Development of Statistics (NSDS) phase 1,
which is the development of the Sector Statistics
Plan (SSPs) continued to be implemented and to
date, 11 sector plans were developed out of an
envisaged 13 sector plans.
Goal 3: Realise a spatially enabled society
In the pursuit to achieve this goal, the Committee
on Spatial Data (CSD) together with the Spatial
Data Management (SDM) worked on the following
policies, standards and guidelines, which are to
be gazetted after public consultations inputs:
Designation of Fundamental Spatial Datasets as
official; Classification of Sensitive Spatial Datasets
in the NSDI; Standard on the Manner of Access
to and Dissemination of Spatial Data in Namibia
and related spatial data licenses; Guidelines
for Evaluation of the Sensitivity of Location
Information; as well as National Land Cover
Classification Standards and related guidelines.
These initiatives, among others of the CSD and
SDM culminated with Namibia being ranked
4th on the National Spatial Data Infrastructure
(NSDI) capability maturity level conducted for
Africa by UNECA, an improvement from being
ranked 12th during the 2018-19 assessment.
Goal 4: Enhance organisational efficiency and
effectiveness
The Agency has embarked upon the initiative of
Process Mapping initiative to identify and rule
out inefficiencies as well as duplication of efforts,
however, this initiative was not executed well as
it is still lagging behind. However, a significant

number of main processes have been mapped
during the period under review.
Goal 5: Realise sustainability in funding for
statistics
Adequate funding for the Agency has remained
an ongoing challenge for many years. The
Board and Management successfully lobbied
and obtained near adequate funding the 2021
Census from the National Development Budget
while the Operations budget for the Agency
is still inadequate. To this end, Management
has been proactively involved in obtaining
revenue generating projects especially from
the other State Owned Enterprises (SOEs) to
performed statistical work that would generally
be advertised. These efforts of lobbying with
the SOEs has not proved successful during the
period under review but certain progress were
realised in terms of signing of Memoranda of
Understanding which now can be followed up for
the allocation of work to the Agency.
Goal 6: Promote a national culture of evidencebased policy, planning and decision-making at
all levels
To promote the culture of evidence-based policy,
planning and decision-making at all levels, the
Agency had identified that the engagement of
the users of statistics at all levels is of critical
importance. It is against this background that
discussion meetings were held in all 14 Regions
to inform the users about the Spatial Data
Infrastructure and Quality Assurance standards
as well as on Census, Census Mapping and the
Census Questionnaire. The effectiveness of
some of these engagements were evident in the
significant increase in the number of viewers and
users of the SDG Portal which was launched in
July 2019, amongst other online tools.

Alex Shimuafeni
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BOARD MEMBERS

Dr. John Steytler
Chairperson
Term
1 Sep 2017 - 31 Aug 2020
Qualification
Doctorate in Economics
Key Expertise
Economics
Statistics

Assoc. Prof Nelago
Indongo
Deputy Chairperson
Chairperson: Statistic
Committee
Term
1 Sep 2014 - 31 Aug 2017
1 Sep 2017 - 31 Aug 2020
Qualification
Doctor of Philosophy in
Demography
Key Expertise
Statistics
Mathematics

Ms. Libertha Kapere
Chairperson of HR
Committee
Term
1 Sep 2014 – 31 Aug 2017
1 Sep 2017 – 31 Aug 2020
Qualification
LLB Degree
Key Expertise
Law
Governance

Mr. Salomo Hei
Chairperson: Finance & Audit
Committe
Strategy and Board Affairs
Committee
Term
1 Sep 2017 - 31 Aug 2020
Qualification
MPhil Development Finance
Key Expertise
Economics
Financial Research

Mr. Alex Shimuafeni
Statistician-General & CEO
Term
1 Apr 2016 - 31 Mar 2021
Qualification
Master of Statistics
MBA (Marketing)
Key Expertise
Statistics
Business Management
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EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT TEAM

Mr. Alex Shimuafeni
Statistician-General & CEO
Chairperson
--------------------------------------Master of Statistics Degree
and MBA

Ms. Maria Muremi
Executive Assistant

Mr. Alex Mudabeti
Executive: GIS & NSDI
Coordination
---------------------------------------MSc Geographic Information
Systems & Science Master Geo-Information
Science & Earth Observation

Ms. Ruusa Shipiki
Company Secretary
& Head of Legal Services
----------------------------------BA Law and LLB
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Ms. Pauline Chigumbu
Executive: Finance
---------------------------------------Chartered Accountant (SA)/(NAM)
Honours in Accounting
B.com

Mr. Israel Tjizake
Executive: Demographic &
Social Statistics
---------------------------------------Masters of Population Studies
and Human Resources

Ms. Ottilie Mwazi
Deputy Statistician- General
---------------------------------------Bachelor of Science Degree in
Mathematics and Physics
Masters of Business
Administration (MBA)

Ms. Susan Kashinduka
Administrative Assistant

Mr. Peter von Kuhne
Executive: Human Resources
---------------------------------------Master of Art in Industrial
Psychology Post graduate Diploma in Human
Resources Management

Ms. Tersia //Gowases
Executive: Information
Technology and Data
Processing
---------------------------------------Master of Science, in Computer
Science

Dr. Isak Neema
Executive: Data Quality
Assuarance & NSS Coordination
---------------------------------------Doctor of Philosophy Degree
Major: Applied Statistics

Mr. Abel Sindano
Executive: Economics
Statistics
---------------------------------------M.Sc. (Economics) and MBA

MANAGEMENT TEAM

Ms. Alina Namupala
Manager: Surveys and Field
Operations
---------------------------------------Masters of Science in Applied
Statistics and demography Bachelor Science (Population and
Development)

Mr. Aloysius Tsheehama
Manager: Price Statistics
---------------------------------------Master’s Degree in Economics

Ms. Doreen Menjengua
Manager: Human Resources
---------------------------------------Honours Degree in Human
Resources Management Bachelor of Arts Psychology

Mr. Henok Immanuel
Manager: Information Technology
---------------------------------------Bachelor of Information
Technology in System
Administration and Network

Mr. Iipumbu Sakaria
Manager: Corporate
Communication
---------------------------------------Chartered Public Relations
Practitioner (CPRP)
Masters of Sociology

Mr. Julius M Namoloh
Manager: Administration &
Logistics
---------------------------------------Certified Chartered
Developmend Finance Analyst
(CDFA) Masters in Development Finance

Ms. Komao Mbuende
Manager: Internal Audit
---------------------------------------Chartered Accountant (NAM)
- PostGraduate Diploma in
Accountancy (Rhodes).

Mr. Nevel Ngahahe-Hangero
Manager: GIS Services
---------------------------------------Master’s Degree in Geographical
Information Systems Bachelor of Technology Degree in
Land Management

Mr. Ngaingonekue Uamburu
Manager: National Accounts
---------------------------------------Bachelor Degree in Economics

Mr. Shali Tauya
Chief of Security
------------------------------Bachelor of Policing
Practice Honours

Ms. Tulinasho Shilamba
Manager: Finance
---------------------------------------Bachelor of Accounting

Vacant
Manager: Social Statistics

Ms. Tabitha Mbome
Legal Advisor
------------------------------Bachelor Degree of Law

Ms. Tuli Amutenya
Manager: Data Processing
---------------------------------------Master of Philosophy Degree in
Data Science Bachelor of Technology Honours
in Business Computing

Vacant
Manager: Population and Housing Censuses and Demographic
Statistics
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INTRODUCTION
The Namibia Statistics Agency (NSA) was
established in terms of the Statistics, Act No 9
of 2011.

CORPORATE CHARTER
The Corporate Charter promotes a shared
commitment by staff at all levels of the Agency
to carry out the Agency’s mandate, in accordance
with required standards and principles.
In addition to its statutory mandate prescribed
in the Statistics Act, the NSA is guided by the
vision, mission and corporate values outlined in
the Agency’s corporate charter.
The NSA mission defines the core purpose of the
Agency’s existence, while the vision portrays the
intended future state of the NSA, in terms of its
fundamental objectives and strategic direction.
Our values drive the Agency’s culture and
priorities, and articulate the code of conduct that
the NSA uses in getting all its resources mobilised
in pursuit of its vision – essentially embodying
the beliefs of our staff and stakeholders.

Annual Report 2020
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OUR VISION
To be a high performance institution in
quality statistics delivery.
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OUR MISSION
Leveraging on partnerships and innovative
technologies, to produce and disseminate
relevant, quality, timely statistics and spatial
data that is fit-for-purpose in accordance
with international standards and best
practice.

OUR SHARED VALUES
The core values below form the basis of our decision-making and our interactions with others, and influence the
way in which we work:

Integrity:
We conduct our work according to the highest ethical and technical standards,
making decisions according to strictly professional considerations, maintaining
confidentiality of individual and corporate information and maintaining the public
trust].

Excellent Performance:
We are geared towards promoting production and timeous delivery of high-quality
statistical products and services that meet the standards of relevance, consistency,
accuracy, completeness, and accessibility.

Accuracy:
We strive to produce statistics in a reliable manner with minimal inaccuracy.

Teamwork:
We work as a team and always show willingness to work together as a group to
achieve a common aim. As a team, we will always try to cooperate using our individual
skills, and provide constructive feedback despite any personal conflict between us as
individuals.

Accountability:
We act accountably by fulfilling the obligation to account for our own activities,
accept responsibility for them, and to disclose the results in a transparent manner.
This also includes responsibility for financial resources and other entrusted property.

Transparency:
We strive to create and maintain public trust and confidence in official statistics by
proactively promoting transparency in the data production and dissemination.

Annual Report 2020
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ACCOUNTABILITY
KING CODE OF GOVERNANCE
Since its establishment as a State-Owned
Enterprise, the NSA has applied best practices
proclaimed in the King Governance Reports. The
Board adopted a formal induction programme
to familiarise incoming Board members with
the NSA’s operations, its business environment,
and the sustainability issues relevant to the
business, i.e.
 Financial control
 Employee engagement review
 Agency risk profile
As the NSA aspires to become a High
Performance Organisation (HPO), certain
policies and processes need to be in place.
These policies and processes should be based
on nationally and internationally best practices
in the industry. The Board takes ownership of
the Agency’s strategic imperatives. It has the
task of approving the policies required for the
Statistician-General and executive management
to implement Board directives and resolutions in
a manner that is in harmony with the corporate
charter.
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THE BOARD
•
•
•
•
•

Dr J Steytler
Dr N Indongo
Ms L Kapere
Mr S Hei
Mr A Shimuafeni

Chairperson
Deputy Chairperson
Member
Member
Member & Statistician-General

NON-COMPLIANCE WITH STATISTICS ACT NO 9 OF 2011 AND THE STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISE
GOVERNANCE COUNCIL OF 2006 as amended
POSITIONS ON THE BOARD NOT FILLED FOR A 2 YEAR 9 MONTHS PERIOD
Two months into their Board terms, 2 Board Members namely, Mr I Tjizake and Ms C Gomses resigned
in September 2017 and December 2017 citing potential conflict of interest. The 2 vacancies had to
date not been filled.
BOARD MEMBERS NOT GAZETTED
During the Board Members tenure of 3 years, which would come to an end on 31 August 2020, the
Board Members have not been gazetted as per section 11 (5) of the Statistics Act.
CORE ACHIEVEMENTS DURING 2019/20
During the period under review, the NSA Board signed performance and governance agreements
with the Minister of Economic Planning and Director General, Honourable, Obeth Kandjoze.
APPROVED POLICIES
During the period under review, operational and strategic policies were approved by the Board to
enhance a high-performance culture with frameworks aligned to the Strategic Plan and our Vision
and Missions. The Board approved the following policies:
Annual Report 2020
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BOARD MEETINGS
ATTENDANCE REGISTER FOR BOARD MEETINGS FROM 1ST APRIL 2019 TO 31ST MARCH 2020:
During the period under review, the Board held seven (7) meetings:
Member
Dr J Steytler (Chair)
Prof N Indongo
Ms L Kapere
Mr S Hei
Mr A Shimuafeni

19 April
2019

✔
✖
✔
✔
✔

24 Jun
2019

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

26 Jun
2019

15 Aug
2019

✔
✔
✖
✔
✔

✔
✔
✖
✔
✔

30 Sep
2019

4 Dec
2019

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✖
✔
✔

Table: 1

COMPANY SECRETARY/ HEAD OF LEGAL SERVICE
The Company Secretary/Legal Advisor provides advice and guidance to the Board and the StatisticianGeneral on matters of ethics, good governance and legislative changes. The Company Secretary/
Legal Advisor also serves as the Secretary to the Board.

BOARD COMMITTEES
The Board is assisted in its function by various Committees but is not absolved from responsibility for
the performance of any functions through reports from the Chairperson of the Committees tabled at
each meeting.
FINANCE AND AUDIT COMMITTEE
During the period under review, the Finance Committee held three (3) meetings:
Member
Mr Hei (Chairperson)
Ms L Kapere
Mr A Shimuafeni
Mr Ndahangwapo

18 Jun 2019

✔
✖
✔
✔

31 Jul 2019

✔
✔
✖
✖

20 Feb 2020

✔
✔
✔
✖

Table: 2
NSA FUNDING CHALLENGES
The Finance and Audit Committee agenda during the year under review was guiding and advising
Management on how to navigate the cash flow crisis and reduced funding and to prudently manage
the finances of the institution in the 2019/20 financial year.
HR & REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
During the period under review, HR & Remuneration Committee held three (3) meetings.
Member
Ms L Kapere (Chairperson)
Dr N Indongo
Mr A Shimuafeni (SG)

Table: 3
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2 Aug 2019

✔
✔
✔

22 Nov 2019

✔
✔
✖

12 Feb 2020

✔
✔
✔

STRATEGY AND BOARD AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
During the year under review, the Strategy and Board Affairs Committee held one (1) meeting.
The Committee duties includes, amongst others, to review and monitor whether the Agency is
implementing its strategic objectives through the assessment of the milestones and objectives as
outlined in the Strategical Plan and the Annual Work Plan.
Member

4 Dec 2019

✔
✖
✔

Mr. S Hei (Chairperson)
Ms. L Kapere
Mr. A Shimuafeni (SG)

Table: 4
The Committee kept itself busy with matters that related to ensuring that the employees of the
Agency are equipped with the necessary skills and capacities for the successful completion of the
upcoming 2021 Population and Housing Census which will be conducted in the year 2021. During the
period under review the Committee ensured all the vital executive positions were filled with skilled,
knowledgeable staff to ensure that the strategic objectives of the NSA are met as outlined in the five
(5) year Strategic Plan as well as the Annual Work Plan.
The Annual Work Plan for the Financial Year 2020/21 was finalised and submitted to all relevant
stakeholders within the required timeframe. The Committee was instrumental in the successful
implementation of the NSA Revenue Generating Strategy within the NSS such as the Namibia Welfare
and Adolescent Survey (NamWays) project, which the NSA realised a profit of N$ 7 million (Seven
Million Namibia Dollars).
STATISTICS COMMITTEE
During the period under review, four (4) meetings were held. This Committee is tasked with
advising the NSA and NSS at large on the Statistics it collects and produces in that those statistics
meet approved national standards, methods and best practices.
Member
Prof N Indongo (Chairperson)
Prof F Gideon
Mr. S Hei
Mr. A Shimuafeni (SG)

3 Jun 2019

✔
✔
✔
✔

24 Jun 2019

✔
✖
✔
✔

5 Nov 2019

✔
✖
✔
✔

20 Feb 2020

✔
✖
✔
✔

Table: 5
The Statistics Committee, in its role as the technical advisory committee to the Board, has provided
advice in respect of the upcoming 2021 Population and Housing Census 2021 (PHC 2021) Concept
Notes, resource mobilization strategy for the census as well as census budget. The Committee also
provided technical support during the current ongoing Census Mapping exercise that is a project
conducted before the PHC 2021. The Committee was instrumental in ensuring that the National
Accounts Rebasing was conducted and the revised National Accounts were released in December
2019.
Annual Report 2020
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Furthermore, during the period under review due to budget constraints and the economic meltdown
experienced worldwide, certain important projects such as the Namibia Labour Force Survey 2019
and the Namibia Household Income and Expenditure Survey (NHIES) could not be conducted. The
Committee, being the technical advisors on statistical matters, encouraged the NSA to ensure that
it carries out its mandate by including questions in the Census Mapping questionnaires which might
have statistical indictors speaking to NHIES indicators which are necessary in the rebasing of the
Namibia Consumer Price Index (NCPI).
The NSA is mandated to ensure the enforcement of the Statistics Act as well as the Statistics Policy.
In carrying out its mandate, the Committee provided guidance and advice to Management on certain
standards such as the Guidelines for Application for Permission to Collect Data, the Namibia Quality
Assurance Framework for Statistics and its Implementation Plan and the National Statistics System
(NSS) Sector Statistics Plan.
The Committee was instrumental in assuring that the Sustainable Development Goal (SDG’s) Baseline
Report, Indicator Framework and Portal for Namibia was launched on the 30th July 2019 by the then
Minister of Economic Planning and Director-General, who is now our current Director-General of the
National Planning Commission. The “Leave no One Behind” standards which will be applicable to all
data producers within Namibia under the NSS were also approved during the period under review.
The report from the peer review of the National Statistics System (NSS) as part of the Africa Union
Commission (AUC), supported by the Pan African Statistics Programme (PSA) was received and it
hailed our Statistics Act as a very modern legislation which provides for all the requisites for a proper
statistical system. However, this report lacked the proper implementation of coordination of the wider
NSS, thus the development and approval of the standards outlined above. In the furtherance of the
recommendations of the peer review, the Committee oversaw the implementation and finalisation of
the Namibia Welfare and Adolescent Survey (NAMWAYS) within the NSS.
The Committee ensured that with the budget constraints the Vital Statistics Report covering the
period from 2011-2016 were produced and disseminated to all relevant stakeholders.
COMMITTEE FOR SPATIAL DATA
During the year under review, the Office of the Attorney-General aligned and approved the NSDI
Partnership Agreement template in line with government requirements. This is expected to speed
up the process of concluding partnership agreements. Through the Committee, the Ministry of Land
Reform, NSA and Ministry of Mines and Energy submitted to the Office of the Prime Minister (OPM))
a request to look at the introduction of the job title and description of the GIS positions on the
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Government post structure. The objective of the submission was to request for introduction of new
job titles/grades for GIS and ensure that the new positions speaks to the required GIS competence
across government.
Member
Mr N Shanyengana (Chairperson)
Dr L Mundia
Mr M Metz
Ms A Nguno
Mr F Maanda
Ms A Erastus
Mr A Shimuafeni (SG)

1 Aug 2019

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✖
✔

Table: 6
The Committee also provided guidance on the development of an information video on the use of the
National Geographic Portal. Additionally, the Committee reviewed the concepts and working group
terms of reference on the development of fundamental datasets level of accuracy for Namibia.
Furthermore, the Committee advised NSA to open a reserve account to host NSDI stakeholder funds
that are to be used for NSDI related joint projects. One successful joint funding initiative by NSDI
stakeholders was the acquisition of a subscription license for DigitalGlobe high resolution satellite
images. The license enabled government-wide utilisation of satellite images in spatial planning.
NSA is utilising the images in its census mapping project in preparation for the 2021 population and
housing census.
The development of the regional Spatial Data Infrastructure Action Plan for Kunene Region and the
NSDI Website were some of the projects that the Committee recommended during the period under
review. Coordination was made between the NSA and Ministry of Agriculture, Water and Forestry for
the joint field validation of the Bush Information System. Assistance was requested by the Office of
the Vice President for NSA to assist in the identification and mapping of gravesites for the People’s
Liberation Army of Namibia (PLAN) in northern Namibia. Maps were produced to show locations/
sites of such graves for re-burial purposes.
Moreover, the update on the metadata browser was finalised to ensure that all datasets on the
geoportal have basic metadata.
The Committee also provided technical advice on the following policies, standards and guidelines,
which are to be gazetted:
•
•
•

Designation of Fundamental Spatial Datasets as official
Classification of Sensitive Spatial Datasets in the NSDI
Standard on the Manner of Access to and Dissemination of Spatial Data in Namibia and related
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•
•

spatial data licenses
Guidelines for Evaluation of Sensitivity of Location Information
National Land Cover Classification Standards and related guidelines.

Furthermore, the period under review proved a good year for Namibia as the country ranked fourth
on the NSDI capability maturity level conducted for Africa by UNECA. This is an improvement
from the twelfth position during the 2018-19 global assessment index done by Geospatial Media
Communication (GMC), a private company that assesses the maturity level of the geospatial industry
globally. The UNECA assessment ranked Namibia fourth alongside Botswana. South Africa was ranked
first followed by Senegal while the third position was taken by Algeria, Egypt, and Burkina Faso. This
assessment was based on eighteen (18) active African countries in terms of the implementation of
the NSDI.
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SECTION C:
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NSA Journey

2011

2012

2011 Establishment of the NSA
Appointment of first NSA Board
•

Mr Paul Hartmann

•

(Chairperson)

•

Ms Anna Matebele

•

(Vice-Chairperson)

•

Ms Florentia Amuenje

•

Mr Sikongo Haihambo

•

Mr Martin Mwinga

•

Ms Florette Nakusera

The Board
appointed the
first StatisticianGeneral,
Dr J Steytler, in April
2012 for a period of five
years. He commenced his duties on
16 April 2012.

•

NSA developed NSA’s Strategic Plan
2012/13 to 2016/17

•

Aligned and supported the monitoring
and evaluation process of NDP4,

•

The 2011 Namibia Population and
Housing Census was successfully
carried out from 28 August to 15
September 2011.

•

Population of Namibia stood at
2,113,077 persons in 2011. Publication
of economic reports.

2013
2014
(0800 431 322)
Data processing Center
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•

Launch of the Data Processing Centre
on the 13th February 2013

•

Production of economic and
demographic and social statitstics.

•

Unqualified audited Annual Financial
Statements

Namibia Statistics Agency

•

Board enters into a five-year
Governance
and
Performance
Agreement with the Director General
of the National Planning Commission.

•

Creation of Tip-Offs Anonymous Fraud
Hotline (0800 431 322).

•

Audited Annual Financial Statements
remained unqualified

2015

•

•

Founding Statistician-General, Dr.
John Steytler, resigns from the NSA,
effective from 31 January 2015.
Board appoints Ms. Liina Kafidi to act
as Statistician-General from 1 February
2015 until 31 July 2015. Her tenure
was followed by that of Mr. Sikongo
Haihambo and then Ms. Ndamona Kali

•

A review of the NSA’s organizational
structure concluded.

•

Deployment of new technology saw
the introduction of the Computer
Assisted Personal Interviewing (CAPI)
application for data capturing in all its
surveys.

•

CAPI used for NHIES 2015/16

•

The National Spatial Data Infrastructure
(NSDI) Committee starts the financial
year by holding its first strategic
breakaway in June 2015 at Okahandja.

•

Approval of five-year Strategic Plan in
October 2015.

•

Gazetting of the NSDI Policy in
March 2015 and approval of the
Communication Plan and Partnership
Agreements

•

2016
•

Mr Alex Shimuafeni appointed as the
second substantive Statistician-General
& CEO with effect from the 01 April
2016.

•

Production
of
economic
and
demographic, as well as spatial statistics

•

Timely submission of Annual Report

•

Conducting of NHIES

•

Implementation of the National Spatial
Data Infrastructure Strategic Plan 2015
to 2020.

•

The unqualified opinion becomes a
norm to the Agency since its inception.

2017
•

Board approves the second Five-Year
Strategic Plan assisted by renowned
Statistics guru, Prof Ben Kiregyera

•

Developed several dissemination tools
that ensure that every person has
instant access to statistics

•

The Geoportal

•

Production of economic, demographic
and social statistics

•

NAMPHIA

•

Annual Report

Continued statistics collection and
production
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2019

2018
Mall,
Windhoek, Namibia

Tel: +264 61 431 3200
Fax: +264 61 431 3253

Namibia Statistics Agency
P.O. Box 2133, FGI House, Post Street

The Namibia Labour Force Survey 2018 Report

1

•

As from 1 September 2017, new Board
members appointed.

•

Dr J Steytler - Chairperson

•

Dr N Indongo - Deputy Chairperson

•

Ms L Kapere - Member

•

Mr S Hei - Member

•

Production of economic, labour,
demographic and spatial data

•

Annual report

2020
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•

Resource mobilisation conference

•

Census mapping

•

Continued production of regular statistics

Namibia Statistics Agency

•

Production of regular statistics

•

Census mapping fieldwork

•

Annual report

•

Unqualified
Statements

•

Introduction of Human resource
vacancy application tool

•

The first Land Statistics Booklet

Audited

Financial

NSA activities, outcomes and impacts
NHIES
LABOUR FORCE SURVEY REPORT
POPULATION AND HOUSING CENSUS 2011

ANNUAL REPORT
GDP

ACTIVITIES

OUTCOMES

IMPACTS

Population
and Housing
Census 2011

This is the most complete statistical
exercise providing statistics on
population characteristics including
spatial distribution, age and sex
composition,
marital
status,
education, literacy, economic activity,
orphan hood and disability.

The data was extensively used for
the demarcation of constituencies
through the delimitation committee.
It also contributes to improved
governance and service delivery as
well as the provision for statistics for
development.

Labor Force
Survey Report

The labor Force Surveys avail
data on the size of the labor force,
total number of the employed and
unemployed, the employment in
different industries as well as rural
and urban labor dynamics.

Information pertaining to labor
force impacts for evidence policy
intervention, assist Government on
policy based on evidence

NHIES

Provision of income and expenditure
data as well as indebtedness, types
of debts, as well as ownership and
access to assets. It also includes
consumption as poverty, inequality
and Gini-coefficient indicators.

Information from the household
income and expenditure surveys are
used to evaluate and assess national
development plans to see if the
government is achieving the intended
development objectives.
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NCPI

Measures the price movements
of goods and services in different
sectors of the economy. Provides
information on the cost of living.

The NCPI informs us about the costs
of living, impacts monetary policy and
is used in wage negotiations. It is also
used by investment specialists and
used for deflating some prices in the
GDP calculations

GDP

Quarterly and yearly data availed
to assess how the economy has
performed over a certain period.
Provides economic growth data,
gross national income and savings as
well as industry contribution.

Provides information to necessitate
measures to address economic
challenges. This data is used by
economists,
investors,
business
persons, students, banks and all those
interested in economic data.

Trade Statistics

International trade plays a major
role in economic development as
it binds producers and consumers
located in different countries into a
global economic system. Import and
export are provided by these.

Trade statistics provides business
opportunities, local manufacturing
needs assessments, as well information
on import substitution policies.

NSDI & GIS

National spatial data infrastructure
to provides more efficient production,
management, access, and the use of
spatial data in Namibia. Essentially
allows statistics to be linked to a
geographic location and avail graphs
and maps for planning.

Spatial data is fundamental to
the design, implementation and
monitoring of development plans in
the country.

Annual Report

It is a statutory requirement to report
on execution of mandate and how
funds were utilized.

Generation of Trust, overview of
operational execution; good corporate
governance

Audited
Financial
Statements

Unqualified Audit Opinion has
been achieved by the NSA since
establishment. Finances always
audited.

Improve
the
perception
and
professionalism of the Agency;
accountable for public funds

Table: 7
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SECTION D:
PERFORMANCE REVIEW
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The year 2019/2020 is the third year of the Agency’s second Strategic Plan. This five-year Strategic
Plan stretches from the period of 2017/2018 to 2021/2022 and is a continuation of the foundation
laid during the first Strategic Plan that covered the time of 2013/2014 to 2016/2017.
This Strategic Plan is outward looking, aimed at mainstreaming statistics into national
development processes, better coordination of the Namibia Statistical System (NSS) and improving
administrative data sources, and positioning the NSA to play a greater role at the international
statistical arena.

STRATEGIC GOALS
This Annual Report is based on the six goals outlined in the Namibia Statistics Agency’s Strategic
Plan, which covers the five-year period from 1st June 2017 to 31st March 2022. The goal of the second
Strategic Plan is to achieve a national culture of evidence-based policy, planning and decisionmaking by making use of statistics that the NSA produces. This goal can be achieved by starting with
the development of the NSA staff as an enabler to attain all the other five goals including Goal 6,
which is the ultimate goal. The following are the six goals:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Achieve development of the human capital and professional capacity
Achieve an effective and efficient statistical system
Realise a spatially enabled society
Enhance organisational efficiency and effectiveness
Realise sustainability in funding for statistics
Promote a national culture of evidence-based policy, planning and decision-making at all levels

Namibia Statistics Agency

STRATEGIC GOAL 1: ACHIEVE DEVELOPMENT OF THE HUMAN CAPITAL AND
PROFESSIONAL CAPACITY
The NSA needs to continuously grow, adapt, and improve by aligning and converting intangible
asset drivers of long-term growth and improvement to tangible outcomes. The intangible assets are
human capital, information capital and organisational capital. To achieve this goal, the following
objectives, as elaborated below, were pursued.
The NSA prides itself in having a very diverse team mandated with the collection, production and
dissemination of statistics as seen below.

Job Category

Racially
disadvantaged

Racially
Advantaged

Person with
disabilities

NonNamibian(s)

Total

Men

Women

Men

Women

Men

Women

Men

Women

Men

Women

Executive
Directors

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

Senior
Management

2

4

1

0

0

0

0

0

3

4

Middle
Management

7

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

6

Specialised/
Skilled/Senior
Supervisory

13

13

0

0

0

0

0

0

13

13

Skilled

28

30

0

0

0

0

0

0

28

30

Table: 8

Objective 1.1: Strengthen human capital
The employees of the Agency are its most important asset and stakeholders. It is therefore recognised
that sufficient internal communication efforts be made to keep all employees better informed. The
agency used a mix of communication methods to convey information to staff. These methods were
based on one way and two-way communication. On a quarterly basis there were newsletters, staff
meeting, staff recognitions and general information sharing with staff. On a more consistent basis
the employees were informed, through regular updates, on happenings around the agency. These
communications were done through various mediums such emails, intranet, actual meetings and
conveying messages in person to employees.
The NSA conducted quarterly meetings with the Workplace Union Representative Committee
(WURCOM). Through this measure an additional channel of communication has been opened
between employees and management. Identified issues are brought to the attention of Management,
are discussed, and responses are relayed through the Employee Relations Specialist to the WURCOM.
This process is still in its infancy and will be improved during the next financial year.
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The NSA produced quarterly reports through which it informed the Board, the Human Resources
& Remuneration Committee, EXCO and Management of all relevant human resources indices and
developments, thereby enabling informed decision-making by the relevant bodies.
Towards the 2019/20 financial year a total of 121 employees had received training in a wide variety
of technical skills through qualified in-house trainers who possess specialist knowledge in their
respective fields. These fields included Excel, Field Operations, Labour Migration, National Accounts,
Poverty Mapping, STATA, NCPI Data Analysis, Questionnaire Design and Sampling. All the abovementioned course were presented during office-hours at minimal cost to the NSA.
During the year under review two (2) employees reached the age of 60 and thus retired from the
service of the NSA. In both cases suitably trained and skilled employees from inside the NSA took
over the reins this ensuring a seamless transition and operational continuity. The turnover rate of the
NSA has remained below 1% during 2019/20.

People are our ultimate resource

Box Article 1

Towards the 2019/20 financial year a total of 121 employees had received training
in a wide variety of technical skills through qualified in-house trainers who
possess specialist knowledge in their respective fields. The turnover rate of the
NSA has remained below 1% during 2019/20 and is considered very low.

Figure: 1
Considering these realities, the Namibia Statistics Agency is leading in the right direction.
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Objective 1.2: Improve staff performance
The Annual Work Plan for 2019/20 was used to complete Performance Agreements for all employees
through a cascading process. Performance Reviews were conducted at 6 monthly intervals, and two
sets of performance scores were obtained using the flowing rating scale:
DESCRIPTIONS
RATING
Achieve less than 50% - Unsuccessful
1
Achieve 50-99% Target- Room for Improvement
2
Achieve 100% Target- Target achieved consistently
3
Achieve 101- 110% target- Target exceeded
4
Achieve 110% + of Target- Superior performance

5

Table: 9
1st Semester
Number
of employees

Average scores: All
Employees - per
Department

Departmental /
divisional overall average rating

15

3.26

3.21

8

3.10

2.74

Finance & Administration

15

3.48

3.05

Economic Statistics

35

3.19

2.53

Demographic & Social Statistics

18

3.18

3.25

Surveys & Field Operations

25

3.30

3.18

GIS & NSDI Coordination

12
12

3.06
3.03

2.97
2.76

140

3.20

2.96

Number
of employees

Average scores: All
Employees - per
Department

Departmental /
divisional overall average rating

3
2
2
5
2
2
3
8
15
36

3.29
3.13
3.10
3.16
3.30
3.10
3.04
3.08
3.27
3.23

3.19
2.56
3.10
3.16
2.83
3.00
3.30
3.00
3.29
2.87

18
25
12
12
145

3.27
3.18
3.07
3.09
3.17

3.22
2.91
3.12
3.23
3.06

Department/Division
Office of the SG
Human Resources

IT & Data Processing
NSA Overall

Table: 10
2nd Semester
Department/Division

Office of the SG
Internal Audit
Company Secretarial/Legal
Corporate Communication
Office of the Deputy SG
Security
DQA & NSS Coordination
Human Resources
Finance and Administration
Economic Statistics
Demographic and Social Statistics
Surveys and Field Operations
GIS & NSDI Coordination
IT & Data Processing
ALL DEPARTMENTS (Average)
Table: 11
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Whilst the third column in the table above shows the average performance of all employees in the
respective departments, the fourth column shows the extent to which the department attained its
targets set out in the Annual Work Plan.
A Performance Management Review Committee consisting of senior employees of all departments
has been established to provide the necessary oversight and to, where necessary, moderate the
performance scores to ensure the validity and reliability of the Agency’s performance rating.
The Annual Work plan duly cascaded from the Agency’s 5-year Strategic Plan was developed in
consultation with all departments during November 2019 and was, in compliance with section 31
(1) (b) of the Statistics Act, 2011, No. 9 of 2011, submitted to the Office of the Minister by the 31st of
December 2019.

Performance management system part
of NSA culture workforce

Box Article 2

The Annual Work Plan for 2019/20 was used to complete Performance Agreements
for all employees through a cascading process. Performance Reviews were
conducted twice a year at six months’ intervals. For the first semester the average
ratings of employees reached 3.19; meaning that they have met their targets.
The departmental and divisional ratings stood at 2.95. For the second semester
the overall employee ratings stood at 3.17 while the departmental and divisional
ratings improved to 3.06. The 360-degree feedback system designed to rate
the behavioral component of performance, and the extent to which employees
effectively contribute to the values of the Agency is in place.

Objective 1.3: Improve Organisational Environment
The 360-degree feedback system designed to rate the behavioural component of performance, and
the extent to which employees effectively contribute to the values of the Agency was successfully
piloted amongst all management employees and will be implemented with the 2020/21 performance
cycle.
The 360 Degree feedback system will, during 2020/21 be piloted amongst all non-management
employees during 2020/21 for full implementation in the year thereafter. Through the above, the
Agency will be able to rate the “soft outputs” of all employees as objectively as possible.
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NSA has a very diversified and inclusive workforce

Box Article 3

The NSA prides itself of having a diverse team mandated with the collection,
production and dissemination of statistics. The Executive Team comprises
of professionals as enshrined in the Namibian dream inclusive of racially
disadvantaged and advantaged persons, both female and male. The Agency
does not have any employees with disabilities. The gender dynamics are well
distributed across the management teams.
The Government’s objectives are to strive for a 50/50 gender balance and the
NSA management has surpassed that as 51.7% comprises of females. The 5th
Goal of Sustainable Development Goal (SDGs) focuses on Gender Equality and
to empower all women and girls. Goal 5.5.2 is concerned with the proportion of
women in managerial positions. The baseline, as per the SDG Baseline report
2013 is 13.9 % which the NSA has clearly surpassed. A research by Grant
Thornton in March 2019 set the global women in management figure at 29%
which was surpassed by the NSA as well.
According to the findings of the Global Gender Gap Report 2020, none of us
will see gender parity in our lifetimes, and nor likely will many of our children.
That’s the sobering finding, which reveals that gender parity will not be attained
for 99.5 years. Nonetheless, gender inclusion is moving in the right direction.
The gender gap analysis is as per below:

Objective 1.4: Strengthen organisational capital
The NSA National Data Archive (NADA) Micro data Catalogue, which is hosted on the NSA servers
had an average uptime of 93.5% during the 2019-2020 financial year.
During the period under review, the NSA developed the following innovations under the Data Quality
Assurance initiative. The Leave No One Behind (LNOB) Standard which is an initiative to address and
harmonise the disaggregation issues of our statistics. The standard sets out a core sets of variables
that must be present in all data collection tools in Namibia to measure and identify members of the
Namibian society who are left behind of national developmental initiatives.
This standard has been well lauded and highly praised in all corners of our national and
developmental partners. The Standard is being gazetted. Other innovations were the development of
the NSS request for Technical Assistance Tracking Tool and Monitoring Tool for Data Request aimed
at increasing efficiency and our response turnaround time. Also the launch of the SDG Braille Report
to cater for the visually impaired members of our society which has received positive reviews.
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During the period under review the NSA developed an in-house online recruitment system, which
allowed the public to submit their applications electronically. The system aims to increase the
effectiveness, efficiency, and accuracy of identifying suitably qualified / experienced persons. The
system was used for Census Mapping recruitment and received 9,228 online applications.
The NSA also introduced an e-exam system for testing trainees. The system is administered on NSA
tablets and uses multiple choice questions, which are randomly ordered per trainee to be tested.
As soon as trainees complete their exam, they receive their score, and a summary of the marks are
provided to NSA staff in real-time. The aim of the system is to improve transparency by removing the
need for NSA staff to grade test papers as well as reduce marking times.
The system was successfully piloted during Census Mapping training in Zambezi. However, when the
testing was scaled up to 8 training centres simultaneously, some trainees experienced issues with
connecting with the platform, resulting in some trainees starting after others.
Due to financial constraints employees did not attend Project Management Training presented by
external training experts, however, to mitigate this situation, the NSA will introduce software training
in Microsoft Project during 2020/21, which can be presented in-house at minimal cost.

Objective 1.5: Strengthen information capital
The servers that host the national spatial data repository, also known as the GeoPortal, had an
average uptime of 94.25% during the 2019 -2020 financial year.
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		STRATEGIC GOAL 2: ACHIEVE AN EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT
		STATISTICAL SYSTEM

This goal focuses on achieving effectiveness and efficiency of the statistical system in terms of process
cycle time, quality and productivity, resulting in delivery of the right data to the people in the right
format at the right time. The following are the objectives of this goal:

Objective 2.1: Make business processes more effective and efficient
During this period a number of critical processes were mapped to enable the Agency to exercise more
effective controls over areas where operational challenges were experienced, including:

✔
✔
✔
✔

Recruitment, selection, training & deployment of field staff members
Disciplinary & Grievance Handling
Overtime Approval for office-based employees
Overtime Approval for employees deployed in the field

NSA staff was also involved with the mapping of data dissemination process, while the Data Processing
team was involved with mapping of the data processing functions.
Although an invoice tracking system has been adapted from StatsSA, the internal consultations
concluded that the system was not compatible with local banking software, resulting in manual work
to bridge the difference. NSA has drafted terms of reference for an integrated enterprise resource
planning (ERP) system that incorporates functions of payroll, budgeting, procurements, assessment,
HR and recruitment. Pending the availability of funds, the ERP shall go out on public tender during
the next financial year.
The Invoice Tracking System is still maintained; however, the socialization of the system has been
suspended until it is integrated within the ERP system mentioned above.
Percentage of network and server uptime
The NSA servers and network had an average uptime of 95% during the 2019-2020 financial year.
The team attributes the success to consistent monitoring of the network and additional talent and
assistance from two contract workers. However, a digital network monitoring system is still required
as more demand has been placed on the servers due to an increase in Census activity.
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Objective 2.2: Build statistical capacity across the NSS
Under this strategic objective the NSA has achieved, amongst others, the following:
Coordination of the development of a National Strategy for the Development of Statistics
(NSDS)
The development of the NSDS is implemented into two phases: phase 1 constitute the development
of the Sector Statistics Plans (SSPs), while phase 2 entails the consolidation of the SSPs into a single
document which is the NSDS. This financial year the focus was on phase 1:
Development of the Sector Statistics Plans (SSPs)
The NSA has completed the development of the SSPs, or phase 1, for the following 11 sectors through
a sectoral approach involving:










NSA,
Ministry of Gender Equality and Child Welfare (Gender and Child Welfare Statistics),
Ministry of Finance (Inland Revenue and Customs),
Ministry of Agriculture Water and Forestry (Agriculture statistics),
Ministry of Environment and Tourism (Environment and Tourism Statistics),
Ministry of Industrialization, Trade and SME Development (Manufacturing Statistics),
Ministry of Health and Social Services (Health Statistics),
Ministry of Basic Education, Art and Culture (Basic Education Art and Culture Statistics) and
Ministry of Labour and Employment Creation (Labour Statistics).

Furthermore, the following sectors which initially formed part of the first phase of the development
process dropped out of the process due to inactivity:
 Ministry of Fisheries and Marine Resources (Fisheries statistics), dropped out at the SSP
development stage, while
 Ministry of Home Affairs and Immigration (Civil Registration), dropped out at the advocacy stage.
Key Strategic Issues for the SSPs
The development of the Sector Statistics Plans has identified 8 key strategic issues, derived from the
situational analysis, particularly the gaps, challenges and the SWOT analysis. These are:
Statistical Organisation, Funding, Collaboration and Cooperation, ICT infrastructure, and
Statistical awareness and use common in 73% of the Sectors, with Production of data and Production
of quality statistics common in 45% of the Sectors, whereas Management support was only common
in 18% of the Sectors.
Cost-Benefit Implications of the SSPs Implementations
The average cost of implementing the first phase of the NSDS Sector Statistics Plans is estimated to
be N$6,04 Million for the 5-year implementation plan. The maximum cost is N$12,03 Million for the
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Ministry of Labour and Employment Creation (Labour Statistics) Sector Plan, while the minimum is
N$2,35 Million to implement the Ministry of Finance (Customs and Excise) Sector Plan.
Table: Cost-Benefit Implication for implementing the SSPs over a 5-year period
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Sector

Overall Cost (5-year
span) (N$)

Ministry of Labour and Employment Creation (Labour Statistics).
Ministry of Basic Education, Art and Culture (Basic Education Art
and Culture Statistics)
Ministry of Gender Equality and Child Welfare (Gender and Child
Welfare Statistics
Ministry of Environments (Tourism Statistics)
NSA
Ministry of Agriculture Water and Forestry (Agriculture statistics)
Ministry of Environments (Environment Statistics)
Ministry of Health and Social Services (Health Statistics)
Ministry of Finance (Inland Revenue)
Ministry of Industrialization, Trade and SME Development (Manufacturing Statistics)
Ministry of Finance (Customs)

12,030,000.00

Total

66,410,000.00

11,560,000.00
11,310,000.00
7,710,000.00
5,500,000.00
3,880,000.00
3,780,000.00
3,110,000.00
2,610,000.00
2,570,000.00
2,350,000.00

Table: 12
Implementations of the Namibia Quality Assurance Framework for Statistics (NQAFS)
The NSA has finalized the development of the NQAFS and its Implementation Plan. Both documents
have been approved by the NSA Board and are being gazetted in the Government Gazette. Once
the gazetting is concluded, the NSA will be able to designate national statistics as official statistics.
The NSA has carried out engagements to socialize the development of the NSDS and the NQAFS in
Omaheke, Hardap and Karas regions.
Score on World Bank Statistical Capacity Indicator
As part of improving the coordination towards the production of quality statistics amongst the
producers in the NSS, the NSA undertook to build capacity in the NSS and set out to improve the
national World Bank Statistical Capacity Indicator (WBSCI) score on an annual basis from 64.4 percent
recorded in 2018 to a target score of 70 percent during the period under review. This indicator, is a
composite score assessing the capacity of a country’s statistical system to produce quality data,
measured through three prolonged approaches, namely methodological soundness, periodicity and
timeliness of data as well as source data. The WBSCI is updated every financial year by April.
The result for 2019 presented in the Figure below showed sharp decline in the score from 64.4
percent to 50.0 percent in 2019 to fall way below the Sub-Saharan average score of 57.6 percent
which decline slightly from 62.4 percent recorded in 2018. Therefore, significantly missing the target
for the year under review by a massive 20 percentage points.
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Figure 2: Overall average World Bank Statistical Capacity Indicator Score
The decline in the overall average WBSCI score for Namibia came about because of subsequent
declines in the three main assessment areas of statistical capacity making up the score as presented
in the Figures below. In particular, the methodological soundness which recorded sharp declines in
the score from 50.0 percent in 2018 to 20.0 percent in 2019, a massive 30 percent decline in the score
to slightly fall below the Sub-Saharan average which also declined from 49.3 percent to 33.3 percent
respectively.
Similarly, periodicity and timeliness as well as source data also declined to register 70 and 60 percent
in 2019 down from 73.3 and 70 percent in 2018 respectively. However, in contrast the Sub-Saharan
score slightly increased to 57.4 percent in 2019 from 55.8 percent in 2018 for source data, while for
periodicity and timeliness slightly decline insignificantly to 82.1 percent in 2019 from 82.2 percent in
2018.

Figure 3: Methodological Soundness
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Figure 4: Periodicity and timeliness

Figure 5: Source Data
Sources of the data: Data from database: Statistical Capacity Indicators, Last Updated: 20
February 2020.
.

The NSA, in collaboration with the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) conducted a training
workshop at Von Bach Dam, Okahandja on 05-10 August 2019. The aim of the workshop was to
train the participants in the compilation of indicators for Food Insecurity Experience Scale (FIES)
and Prevalence of Undernourished (PoU) required for the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG)
Goal 2. The workshop was attended by 20 officials from the NSA, Ministry of Agriculture, Water and
Forestry (MAWF), Office of the Prime Minister (OPM), Ministry of Poverty Eradication and Social
Welfare (MPESW), Ministry of Health and Social Services (MHSS), National Planning Commission
(NPC), University of Namibia (UNAM), and Namibia University of Science and Technology (NUST).
The Agency also conducted training of field staff for the Community Risk Impact Assessment Survey
by the City of Windhoek (CoW) on sampling, listing and general field operation and fieldwork for this
survey was conducted by CoW from the 17 September to 7 December 2019.
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Objective 2.3: Improve coordination of National Statistics Systems (NSS) to ensure harmonisation
in statistical production
Ensuring harmonization during statistical production across NSS is critical since it enhances data
quality and harmonization of concepts and definitions used for data collection. Thus it will also
ensure that data quality for policy and decision making is improved to strengthen evidence-based
planning.
One of NSA mandates is to coordinate the National Statistics System in terms of collecting and
disseminating statistics. NSA has been approached by various institutions to provide technical
support in survey methodology (including sampling) and field operations for:








Namibia Welfare of Adolescent and Youth Survey (NAMWAYS)
Office of the Prime Minister on Performance Management System Survey
City of Windhoek on Community Risk Assessment
Ministry of Fisheries and Marine Resources on Fish consumption
Survey warehouse on Afro barometer
Schopenhauer Planning Consulting CC: needs assessment survey

The NSA in collaboration with the Ministry of Gender Equality and Child Welfare (MGECW) has
conducted NAMWAYS from 11th March to 26th May 2019. The fieldwork for Khomas was only
concluded by the 3rd June 2019 due to various challenges. The project was implemented by NSA
through a sub award between NSA and University of Washington (UW). The target population for
this study was children and youth aged 13-24 in Namibia. The main objective of the survey was to
estimate the level of sexual violence and HIV prevalence towards children and youth aged 13-24
in Namibia. On that note, the Agency has coordinated and provided technical support on all the
requests listed above during the Financial Year.
The NSA planned to engage 7 NSS stakeholders during the period under review, however 11
engagements were carried out through the NSDS engagement platforms which resulted in the
development of the Sector Statistics Plans (SSPs). The level of engagements went up to the Executive
Directors level. The NSA further coordinated the provision and reporting on the request from the
below 13 national and international institutions during the period under review. The following
requests were coordinated and attended to timely:
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Box Article 4

Together we achieve more

By working together, the NSA improved effectiveness and efficiency of the statistical
system in terms of process cycle time, quality and productivity, resulting in the
delivery of the right data to the people in the right format at the right time.
At the NSA teamwork involves working respectfully and effectively with a group
and doing our share. Many basic characteristics such as strength, communication,
self-control, and humility, support a person’s ability to work on a team are ever
present. Teamwork is what propels the NSA to the top and we are fortunate to
have Board members that assist staff to fully embrace teamwork and resulting
benefits.
The 360-degree feedback system was designed to rate the behavioral component
of performance, and the extent to which employees effectively contribute to the
values of the Agency is in place.

No. Name of International Institution
UNESCO Institute for Statistics (UIS)
1

Type of data and indicators requested
Global consultation on SDG 11.4.1

2

Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO) of the United Nations

FAO SDG Indicator 14.4.1

3

Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO) of the United Nations

Monitoring Sustainable Development Goal Indicator
5.a.2

4

United Nations ICEF

2019 National Statistics Office (NSO) Country
Consultations for Selected Child-related Global SDG
Indicators

5

United Nations High Commissioner
for Human Rights (OHCHR)

SDG Indicator 10.3.1/16.b.1

6

World Bank

SDG7 - Access to electricity

7

United Nations Women, World Bank
Group, OECD Development Center

Sustainable Development Goals Indicator 5.1.1

8

International Energy Agency

International Energy Agency’s Energy Access Database

9

African Union Commission (AUC)

Africa Agenda 2063 First 10 Year Implementation
Progress Report

10

African Union Commission (AUC)

National Assessment of progress in the implementation
of SHaSA 2

11

Southern Africa Development
Community Statistics Committee
(SSC)

Regional Strategy for the Development of Statistics
(RSDS) 2015-20 Review

12

Southern Africa Development
Community (SADC) Secretariat

SADC Protocol on Statistics

13

Ministry of Poverty Eradication and
Social Welfare

Reporting on the implementation of the Zero Hunger
Road Map Activities
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The NSA further coordinated the provision of technical assistance to seven (7) stakeholders from
the NSS. These were:
 City of Windhoek: Community Risk Assessment
 Ministry of Fisheries and Marine Resources: Fish Consumption Survey
 Ministry of Information and Communication Technology: Access to information survey on
Government programmes, policies and activities
 Office of the Prime Minister: Staff satisfaction survey
 Schopenhauer Planning Consulting CC and UNFPA: Needs assessment to identify
protection issues in relation to women between the age 15-49 and the effect of drought
on pregnant and lactating
 Schopenhauer Planning Consulting CC: Assessment of the impact of child support grants
in Namibia: an analysis of child poverty and child wellbeing
 Ministry of Education, Arts and Culture: Impact study on the Education Sector Policy on
the Prevention and Management of Learner Pregnancy
Implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) Roadmap

SDG’s
Road Map
The NSA successfully launched the SDG Baseline Report, SDG Indicator Framework and the SDG
Portal on the 30 July 2019, by the Minister of Statistics. Also launched on the date was the Braille
version of the SDG Baseline Report, a first of its kind at NSA.
Memorandum of Understandings and Partnerships
The NSA furthermore finalised the drafting of the following MoUs:





Agricultural Bank of Namibia (Agribank)
Ministry of Mines and Energy
National Road Safety Council
Social Security Commission

NSA also facilitated the signing of a memorandum of understanding between NSA and the Office of
the Prime Minister. The agreement focuses on digital data exchange between the two organizations.
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NSA and UNFPA signed an MoU in early 2019 in support of the 2021 Population and Housing Census.
It is gratifying to know that all 8 activities planned for the year 2019 were implemented.
NSA has been providing technical assistance on the VACS/NAMWAYS project together with the
Ministry of Gender Equality and Child Welfare, Centre of Disease Control and University of Washington
/ I-TECH.
NSA has also been providing technical assistance on the City of Windhoek Residence Survey and
VACS/NAMWAYS project together with the Ministry of Gender Equality and Child Welfare, Centre of
Disease Control and University of Washington / I-TECH.
With the help of International Labor Organisation (ILO), NSA has developed and updated the Labour
Market Information System (LMIS) with all Labour Force Survey (LFS) data up to 2018.
The draft LMIS was presented to the LMIS committee members in November 2019 and valuable inputs
was received and incorporated. The objective of the LMIS is to be repository of all administrative
labour related statistics from relevant institutions, starting with participating institutions data.
With regards to trade statistics, during the period under review the NSA conducted sensitization
workshops on trade statistics across the country. These annual workshops targeted Customs
Officials and Clearing Agents with the aim of raising awareness on the importance of completing
the information contained in the customs declaration for statistical purposes. Further, the NSA also
undertook familiarisation visits to selected companies involved in the trade data provision during the
period under review.
On the Environment Statistics front, the NSA in collaboration with the United Nations Statistics
Division (UNSD), organized a National Workshop on Environment Statistics in Windhoek, from 3 to 5
December 2019. The objective of the workshop was to enhance the profile of environment statistics
through the Framework for the Development of Environment Statistics (FDES 2013) and build the
capacity in this subject area in the country, by bringing the stakeholders together to assess work
undertaken in Namibia and to provide hands-on training on priority topics such as climate change,
water, waste, land, biodiversity and forest statistics.
These topics were discussed in the context of reporting obligations under the corresponding
Multilateral Environmental Agreements (MEAs) and the environmentally related Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). The workshop was attended by 32 participants (10 females and 22
males) from diverse national institutions including the NSA, Ministry of Environment and Tourism
(MET), Ministry of Agriculture, Water and Forestry (MAWF), Office of the Prime Minister (OPM),
United Nations World Food Programme (UNWFP), Namibia Hunting Association, Namibia Nature
Foundation and Namibia University and others.
Further, the NSA facilitated the completion of the questionnaire on Global set of 133 climate change
indicators with the main stakeholders such as the Ministry of Environment and Tourism, Ministry of
Agriculture, Water and Forestry as well as the Office of the Prime Minister. The questionnaire was
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developed by the United Nations Statistics Division (UNSD) as mandated the Statistical Commission
at its 47th Session in 2016.
Following this mandate, UNSD carried out a survey with selected developing countries during 2017
and 2018 using the set of climate change-related statistics and indicators developed by the Economic
Commission for Europe (UN-ECE). The results demonstrated that new or additional indicators were
needed, to reflect on the situation of developing countries, that the indicator selection method needed
to take into account the global processes on climate change negotiations and reporting, and that the
best approach should be based on a systematic review of country-based practices.
Through the GIS and NSDI capabilities, the NSA supported a few NSS projects during this financial
year by providing GIS support. All these NSS projects were supported with map production, training
on map reading and GPS use. The supported projects were:
 UNFPA Needs Assessment by Schopenhauer Planning Consultants
 Project HOPE by I-tech and the Ministry of Health and Social Services
 Namibia Welfare of Adolescent and Youth Survey (NAMWAYS) in partnership with the






Ministry of Gender Equality and Child Welfare, Ministry of Health and Social Services,
I-TECH, UNICEF, and the US Center for Disease Control and Prevention
UNFPA Needs Assessment Survey by Schopenhauer Planning Consultants
Vulnerability Risk Assessment by the City of Windhoek
Afro-Barometer Survey 2019 by Survey Warehouse
Land Demand and Purchase in Namibia by the University of Namibia.

In preparation for the 2021 PHC the Agency also commenced with the pre-enumeration cartographic
work, fieldwork started in Zambezi on 15th October 2019 because this region is prone to seasonal
flooding, fieldwork ended on the 17th of February 2020. Furthermore, due to a lack of means of
transport required to continue with fieldwork in the remaining 13 regions, the region that followed
was Khomas. In addition to the fieldwork, the agency was also doing other office-based activities
linked to the fieldwork. These included office digitizing which was concluded in February 2020;
downloading of images – (required for tile package creation); creation of tile packages; map creation
and data cleaning.
Performance Management System Survey (Office of the Prime Minister)
The Office of the Prime Minister (OPM) is in the process to review the Performance Management
Policy and Guidelines. The department of Performance Management System (PMS) thus plans to
conduct a survey on PMS for offices under OPM with the technical assistance by NSA.
The findings of the survey will be used to inform the Performance Management Policy Review and
the development of strategies for effective operationalisation of the PMS System. The survey will
further provide up-to-date information on evaluation and design of effective monitoring mechanism
pertaining to performance.
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OPM has been engaged with NSA since 2018 on the planned survey, of which NSA has begun to
providing the required technical support as highlighted below specifically in the area of sampling:
 NSA has participated in the pilot survey for the online questionnaire on PMS, of which all
Managers (managers, executive and SG) and sampled 36 staff below management cadre
partook in the online survey.
 However, it should be noted that the response from the NSA staff was very low with only
a total of 10 staff that has completed the online questionnaire.
 The division also sampled the 7,519 staff members for the 34 Offices/Ministries/Agencies
OPM to participate in the PMS survey.
City of Windhoek on Community Risk Assessment
The Disaster and Emergency Risk Management (DERM) Division conducted the Community Risk
Assessment (CRA) in 2019, for all areas that fall within the authority of the Windhoek Municipality,
as per the National Disaster Risk Management Act of 2012. A similar assessment was conducted by
CoW in the informal settlements in April 2018.
The 2019 survey focused on the entire population in the formal suburbs of the City of Windhoek in all
the 20 suburbs specifically: Academia, Auasblick, Cimbebasia, Dorado Park, Eros park, Goreangab,
Hakahana, Havana, Hockland Park, Katutura, Khomasdal, Kleine Kuppe, Okuryongava,
Olympia, Otjomuise, Pionerspark, Rocky Crest, Wanaheda and Windhoek.
The NSA successfully reviewed the survey project document and questionnaire, developed the
training materials on listing and field operation, contributed to the development of the data collection
application, conducted training of field staff on listing of field operation activities, calculated the
sample size and sample selection and reviewed the dataset for CoW for any inconsistencies and
errors in the data and duplications. The Agency further provided support during field work like
verification of Enumeration Areas (EA) for segmentation and boundary identifications as well as
calculation of the sample weight for the collected data.
The NSA has furthermore aided Survey Warehouse in preparation for the Afrobarometer Survey
Round 8 in Namibia during the financial year. The technical support was provided on sampling
services and a total revenue of N$ 18,206.87 was generated.
Schopenhauer Planning Consulting CC
Schopenhauer Planning Consulting CC, a Namibian multi-disciplinary research and development
company, was contracted by UNFPA to conduct a needs assessment survey. The aim of the survey
was to support the protection of vulnerable groups in Namibia and to identify protection issues in
relation to women aged between 15-49 and to measure their vulnerability within the context of the
current drought. The study was to be conducted in the five (5) regions: Kavango East, Kavango West,
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Kunene, Ohangwena, Omusati and Zambezi by Schopenhauer Planning Consulting.
During the reporting period, the NSA provided support on sample selection of the 48 PSUs in the five
regions and a total revenue of N$16,514.94 was generated through sampling and map production
services.
The NSA conducted an induction workshop with 2021 PHC National Inter-Agency Technical
Committee (NIATC) members. The main objective of the workshop was to induct all NIATC members
about the 2021 Population and Housing Census, discuss what is required from members and their
institutions as well as review and discuss in detail the questions to be used to collect census data to
meet national and international data needs. A consultative workshop was held on 12 November 2019
and a second one was convened in February 2020 to obtain final inputs on the census questionnaires.
Members of the committee included key data users and producers of statistics.

Resource Mobilization Conference

Box Article 5

NSA hosted an advocacy and resource mobilization conference, where more than
200 senior people from government, private sector, NGO and UN representatives,
amongst others, attended. An estimated, N$40,969,000 was mobilized and some
institutions pledged venues, vehicles and other logistics.
The majority of statistics organizations such as Stats SA, US Census Bureau, and
the German Statistisches Bundesamt, are all funded by the State. The funding
differs by country and the size of the economy. For the Financial Year 2020 the
US Census Bureau budget request of $6.3 billion (including $1.02 billion in funds
from prior-year unobligated balances) for the 2020 Census will enable the Census
Bureau to conduct a census of population and housing (https://www2.census.
gov/about/budget/census-fiscal-year-20-budget-infographic-2020-census.pdf).
The Australian Bureau of Statistics is also funded by the public through the
appropriation bill. The same happens in south Africa and most countries in Africa .
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Objective 2.4: Improve production of quality statistics
NSA consistently releases information as per the
Advanced Release Calendar

Box Article 6

In an effort to increase the satisfaction of users of statistics, the NSA produced
and disseminated, as per the release calendar, the monthly Namibia Consumer
Price Index, National Accounts; Trade Statistics, Sectoral Reports as well as the
Informal Cross Border Trade Survey report.
Additionally, the NSA compiled and submitted Harmonized Consumer Price Index
(HCPI) to SADC Secretariat for the monthly SADC HCPI report production, while
data for Producer Price Index (PPI) were collected from different industries for the
compilation of the pilot PPI
The NSA has produced over 70 reports during the period under consideration.
The Australia Bureau of Statistics releases between 20 – 50 reports a month
according to their advance release calendar. The US Census Bureau conducts over
100 surveys throughout the country in addition to the decennial census.

Development of quality standards
The NSA has developed the Leave No One Behind (LNOB) standard, which is currently going through
the gazetting process.
Review of statistical reports
The NSA continues to ensure the quality of the statistical products of the NSA. In particular, the
following reports were quality assured during the year under review:
 Monthly reports such as: Sectoral Reports and National Consumer Price Index (NCPI)
 Quarterly reports such as: Quarterly Gross Domestic Products (GDP) and Trade Statistics
Bulletin
 Annual reports such as: Informal Cross Border Trade (ICBT), Preliminary Annual
National Account, Annual Trade
To increase the satisfaction of users of statistics, the NSA produced and disseminated, as per the
release calendar, the following publications:
 Namibia Consumer Price Index
 National Accounts
 Trade Statistics
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 Sectoral Reports (Building Plans Completed, Electricity, Mining, Tourism; Livestock
and Beverages)
 and Informal Cross Border Trade Survey report
Moreover, the NSA compiled and submitted Harmonized Consumer Price Index (HCPI) to SADC
Secretariat for the monthly SADC HCPI report production, while data for Producer Price Index (PPI)
were collected from different industries for the compilation of the pilot PPI. The NSA also introduced
another sectoral report on Beverages which is another way to meet user’s statistical needs. A total of
70 publications on economic statistics were released during the period under review.
In line with international best practice National Accounts are rebased every five years. Namibia has
been adhering to the international best practices of rebasing the national accounts every five years
or more frequently. The last rebasing exercise was undertaken in 2014 with the next one having been
scheduled to take place in 2019. However, the rebasing could not be undertaken due to insufficient
input data resulting from lack of funds. Considering the above, the Agency opted to undertake a large
of Revision.
During the revision process, the methodology and data sources were reviewed and updated,
International Standard Industrial Classification for all Economic Activities (ISIC) Rev.4 was adopted,
implemented the System of National Accounts 2008 (SNA2008) by allocating FISIM to industries,
and re-referenced from the year 2010 to 2015. During this period the Agency also started to compile
Quarterly GDP at Current Prices which is a step closer to prescribing to the Special Data Dissemination
Standard (SDDS).
As part of improvements of Economic Statistics, during the period under review the NSA benefited
from technical assistance from the IMF through AFRITAC South and the COMESA Secretariat,
respectively. The missions provided technical assistance in the areas of Consumer Price Index (CPI)
on the rebasing process; National Accounts on rebasing; and Trade Statistics on the migration from
the MS Access based database to MS SQL based database.
Implementation of the census mapping activities

Namibia will conduct her decennial Population and Housing Census in 2021 as part of UN program
for 2020 round Population and Housing Census program. The preparatory activities for the 2021
Census has commenced. The NSA census internal committee has been formulated and meets on
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a monthly basis. The committee is entrusted to lead the preparatory activities of the census project
which includes the development of the project document, census methodologies, census budget,
development of data collection instruments, mapping, and advocacy strategies amongst others.
One of the critical phases for the main census is the census mapping activities which were to be
implemented across all regions at the same time in 2019. However, due to the limited cash flow for
the census project, the implementation of the census mapping activities only started with Zambezi
region.

Namibia Population and Housing Census 2021

Box Article 7

Namibia will conduct her decennial Population and Housing Census in 2021 as
part of the UN program for 2020 round Population and Housing Census program.
One of the critical phases for main census is the census mapping activities that
was completed in Zambezi and started in Khomas Region.

Status on census mapping: Zambezi
The main training was conducted from the
30th September to 11th October 2019 and a total
number of 339 EA were mapped for Zambezi
region. The initial plan was to complete the
fieldwork for Zambezi by the 15 December 2019,
however fieldwork could not be completed by
December 2019 due to technical challenges
with tile packages and as a result fieldwork was
extended for February 2020 then to March 2020
to ensure that all points and structures were
verified and captured as expected.
The implementation of the census mapping activities for the other 13 regions was to take place from
the 12 February 2020 to August / September 2020. However, due to vehicle logistical challenges
with the vehicles, the deployment plan has been revised, with Khomas being the other region to
implement the census mapping activities.
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Summary progress on census mapping: Khomas

The main training for Khomas and for the rest of the regions was conducted from the 20th – 31st
January 2020 and Khomas was the next region to implement the mapping activities using the
NSA vehicles. The fieldwork for Khomas started on the 17th February 2020 and was expected to be
completed by August 2020. However, the field work is currently suspended due to the Corona virus
epidemic outbreak. Census mapping activities will be extended to the rest of the regions once all
required vehicles have been acquired and logistical arrangements have been resolved and, most
importantly, once the Corona pandemic has stabilised.
Regarding other census activities, an IT Road map has been updated which includes a project
implementation plan as well as a financial plan, will contribute towards the 2021 Population and
Housing (PH) Census project document. The data management plan for Census 2021 has also been
updated to reflect the data infrastructure and information flow of CSPro 7.
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Resource mobilization Conference

NSA hosted an advocacy and resource mobilization conference, where more than 200 senior people
from government, private sector, NGO and UN representatives attended, on 5 February 2020 at Safari
Hotel, Windhoek. An estimated, N$40,969,000 was mobilized and some institutions pledged venues,
vehicles and other logistics. It is important to note that resource mobilization
for the census started in 2019 and a total amount of N$30,340,810.00 was
mobilized during 2019. The difference of N$10,628,190.00 was pledged at
the Resource Mobilisation Conference in February 2020. NSA is currently
following up with these institutions to honour their pledges. Furthermore,
a Census 2021 Information booklet guide was developed and shared with
stakeholders that attended the resource mobilization conference.
REPORT ON MORTALITY AND CAUSES
OF DEATHS IN NAMIBIA, 2016 - 2017

Production of the annual Vital Statistics (VS) Report
The vital statistics report is an important tool that can guide the
government, civil society and international community in understanding
and addressing challenges across multiple sectors, such as education, health and labour in the
country. The report is used as a tool to assess the quality of civil registration and vital statistics
(CRVS) in Namibia and to assist in improving the civil registration and vital statistics system in
Namibia.
First Edition

NSA has compiled the report using the 2016 & 2017 civil registration data, which aims to present
basic statistics on marriages, births and deaths from the administrative civil registration data
extracted from MHAI’s National Population Registration System (NPRS). The report was reviewed
and validated and awaiting to be launched.
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Production of the Cause of Death Report
The NSA, in collaboration with Ministry of Health and Services (MoHSS) and the World Health
Organisation (WHO) have embarked on the development of the first Causes of Death Report using
civil registration data. The causes of death were coded using the new ICD11 coding tool. Namibia is
one of the first countries to adopt ICD11 for coding causes of death. The World Health Organisation
(WHO) has committed to support with financial and technical assistance the implementation of this
road map and an Annual Work plan was signed between NSA and WHO. The report was reviewed
and validated and is also awaiting to be launched.
Review the 2015/16 NHIES questionnaire for the 2020/2021 NHIES
The draft questionnaire is ready; however, the NSA needs the services of a technical experts to assist
with final inputs before onward development of the CAPI application. Due to various factors there
was no budget allocation, hence NSA could not start any NHIES planning activities, and hence NSA
will not be able to conduct the NHIES in 2021. After consultation with our technical partners such as
the US-Census Bureau, it was noted it is not advisable for NSA to conduct the NHIES and the Census
together due to the resource constraints and competition. Hence, NHIES will only be conducted in
2022 so that it can be aligned to the new sampling frame to be establish after the 2021 census.
Multidimensional Poverty Index Analysis
NSA, NPC and UNICEF Namibia technical team have been meeting on how best to produce a poverty
measure using more than the income dimension from the NHIES 2015/16 dataset. The technical
team agreed to use Oxford Poverty and Human Development Initiative (OPHI) to assist Namibia to
develop and compile Namibia’s Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI).
OPHI is an economic research and policy center within the Oxford Department of International
Development at the University of Oxford, United Kingdom, responsible for the development and
updating of the global Multidimensional Poverty Index.
NSA in partnership with NPC, and UNICEF will be coordinate the development of Namibia’s
Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI). The study was planned for March-June 2020 with the
establishment of the Steering committee for guidance and ownership of final MPI data and report.
The study will be funded by primarily UNICEF and partly by NSA. Terms of Reference has been
finalized and the consultation will involve 3 missions to Namibia by the OPHI team. The first
mission on Policy engagement was scheduled for 30 March-1 April 2020. The Technical working
group formation is in progress.
Due to the global outbreak of COVID-19 virus and global lockdown, the OPHI experts could not
undertake the mission to Namibia, to engage with policy makers on the multidimensional poverty
measures on 16-18 March 2020 and to conduct the capacity building workshop scheduled for April
2020.
It was agreed that NSA and partners start work only after the lockdown, since there were no steering
committee members identified prior to the COVI-19 lockdown to do the remote work with OPHI.
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STRATEGIC GOAL 3: REALISE A SPATIALLY-ENABLED SOCIETY

Figure 5

Objective 3.1:		

Enhance a nation-wide infrastructure of digital spatial data, tools

			and services
Provide timely technical functions to the Committee for Spatial Data
The Committee for Spatial Data managed to meet once during the reference period, on 01 July 2019.
The purpose of this meeting was to study the legal frameworks relating to the NSDI in details and
identify all the loopholes, gaps, overlaps and sections that might need to be revised then making
recommendations to the Minister. Meetings that were supposed to take place during the other
quarters were cancelled due to busy schedules of the committee members as well as measures put
in place to avoid large gatherings during the fourth quarter.
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Provide timely technical functions to the NSDI Inter-Agency Steering Executive Subcommittee
One An Inter-Agency meeting was held during May 2019 to train the NSDI stakeholders on the use
of the high resolution satellite images procured from Digital Globe. The meeting also discussed the
allocation of licenses and the guidelines that NSA has developed to share the satellite images.
The second meeting of the year was supposed to take place in March 2020 to review and evaluate
custodianship of spatial data by various custodians then make recommendations to the Committee
for Spatial Data, but was cancelled as one of the measures put in place by the agency was to avoid
large gatherings.
Create Partnership Agreements among all key NSDI stakeholders
The office of the Attorney General assisted the NSA with reviewing and endorsing the NSDI MoU
template to shorten the long consultation period taken between government entities and the
Attorney General. As a result, NSA managed to sign NSDI MoUs with CENORED, Erongo RED and the
Ministry of Agriculture, Water and Forestry during this financial year. This brought the total of NSDI
institutional participation to 16 at national level. The target is 25 institutions, therefore at this level
NSA managed to achieve 64%.
Create Service-Level Agreements with NSDI stakeholders
Two service- level agreements were drafted during this financial year. One service-level agreement is
between the NSA and Ministry of Mines and Energy to address issues relating to the mining geoportal
that NSA will develop for the Ministry. The second agreement relates to hosting of the Namibia Bush
Information System that NSA is expected host on behalf of the Ministry of Agriculture, Water and
Forestry, the official custodian of the system. Both service level agreements were not signed by the
end of the financial year.
Establish and coordinate the NSDI technical working groups
The NSDI environmental technical working group was constituted during the third quarter of the year.
Their first task was to provide input for the development of the National Land Cover Classification
standard at the workshop that took place on 14 and 15 November 2019. The workshop brought
together experts from the following institutions: Namibia Statistics Agency, Ministry of Agriculture,
Water and Forestry, Ministry of Environment and Tourism, Ministry of Mines and Energy, Ministry
of Land Reform, City of Windhoek, University of Namibia, and Namibia University of Science and
Technology.
Experts from international organizations such as GIZ and UNDP also joined the workshop, facilitated
by an international consultant from Sweden. The experts spent 2 days developing the first structure
of the national standardized land cover classification system. Members of the technical working
group will in the next financial year, continue to work on respective land cover classes that have been
assigned to them in order to assist the consultant developing the national land cover standard with
the finalization.
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Statistics are not only numerical but spatial as well

Box Article 8

Section 47. (1) of the Statistics Act No 9 of 2011 established the National Spatial Data
Infrastructure as the national technical and institutional framework to facilitate the
capture, management, maintenance, integration, distribution and use of spatial data.
NSA provides timely technical functions to the Committee for Spatial Data and the
NSDI Inter-Agency Steering Executive Subcommittee. We further created Partnership
s and Service-Level Agreements amongst and with all key NSDI stakeholders as well
as establish and coordinate the NSDI technical working groups whilst also timeously
updating the inventory of fundamental spatial datasets in government agencies and
institutions

Our statistics linked to geographic data location

NSA received and processed ninety-one (91) spatial data requests during the reference
period. Out of the 91 requests, 84% or 76 requests were external while 15 came from
NSA internal subject departments. The Agency published and distributed the NSDI
Newsletter that keeps NSDI stakeholders informed with all NSDI related activities
taking place in Namibia as well as internationally.
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A Namibian appointed co-Chair
of a United Nations Expert Group
For theco-chairs
first time sinceathe
of
NSA GIS & NSDI Coordination Executive
UNformation
Expert
the United Nations Global Geospatial
Group on Statistical Geospatial Integration

Information Management (UN-GGIM)
Committee of Experts, a Namibian
is Expert
appointed
to co-Chair an Expert
NSA Executive Co-Chairs a United Nations
Group
Group on the Integration of Statistical
During the year under review, Namibia was
internationally
and recognised
Geospatial Information
(UN EG
ISGI)of
under
the UN-GGIM
and United
through its work relating to the development
the National
Spatial
Data
Nations Statistics Commission (UNSC).
Infrastructure (NSDI) within a statisticalAlex
environment.
Mr Alex
Muluti
Muluti Mudabeti,
an Executive
responsible
for Coordination
Geographic Information
Mudabeti, the Executive responsible for GIS
and NSDI
at the
System (GIS) and National Spatial Data
NSA, was appointed as co-Chair of the Expert
Group(NSDI)
on the
Infrastructure
at Integration
the Namibia
Statistics
Agency
(NSA),
will Kathrin
for the
of Statistical and Geospatial Information (EG-ISGI) alongside Ms
next 3 years co-Chair the UN EG
Gebers from Germany. The appointment was
made byKathrin
the Expert
ISGI alongside
GebersGroup
from
Germany.
The
appointment
was
made
in Manchester, UK in October 2019 for a period of three years.
by the Expert Group in Manchester, UK
on 09 October 2019.

Alex Mudabeti
Executive: GIS & NSDI
Coordination

The EG-ISGI was established in 2013 by the UN-Global Geospatial
Information Management (UN-GGIM) Committee of Experts and the UN Statistics Commission
(UNSC), with the mandate to develop an international statistical geospatial framework as there was
consensus for an urgent need for a mechanism to facilitate consistent production and integration
approaches for geo-statistical information. In August 2019, the UN-GGIM endorsed a Global Statistical
Geospatial Framework (GSGF) to provide a common method for geospatially enabling statistical and
administrative data that ensures data from across a range of sources can be integrated based on
location.
The UNSC subsequently endorsed the framework in March 2020 at its fifth-first (51) session that
took place in New York. The objectives of the Expert Group can be accessed on https://ggim.un.org/
UNGGIM-expert-group/. The GSGF has five principles of which four (4) are directly and indirectly
incorporated into the NSA Strategic Plan 2017 – 2022. If implemented, Namibia will have 80%
achievement of this global initiative. For example, NSA has included, as part of preparatory work for
the upcoming fourth Population and Housing Census in 2021, geospatially-enabled methodologies
to highly disaggregate statistics by linking statistics to location. This will enable the country to
derive statistics for any geographic boundary or location.
The GSGF comes at an important time as statistical and geospatial agencies work to modernise and
transform their models of operation and infrastructure. In Namibia, the modernisation is conducted
within the framework of the National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI) and National Strategy for
the Development of Statistics (NSDS). The Global Framework will also be critical to support the work
on the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. With the framework now fully endorsed by the
UN in March 2020, Mudabeti and Gebers are tasked to direct its global adoption and implementation
in UN Member States including ensuring capacity especially in developing countries.
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Develop, offer, promote and use a collaboration platform, framework and infrastructure to
engage with all stakeholders, especially government agencies (could be on-line)
This activity could not be completed since the collaboration platform was meant to be part of the
NSDI website that is not yet fully developed due to some challenges. The United Nations Development
Program (UNDP) provided NSA with financial assistance to develop the main NSA and NSDI website.
A consultant was hired by UNDP to develop the website during the 2019/2020 financial year. However,
NSA and UNDP are both not satisfied with the work that the consultant has delivered so far, hence
UNDP terminated the contract and a new consultant will have to be hired in the next financial year.
NSA in conjunction with UNDP was in the last quarter of the year, formulating the first Country Support
Platform on Data for Development for Namibia. The platform aims to engage key stakeholders and
development partner in the development of statistics and spatial data nationally. The first meeting,
which was scheduled in March 2020, was cancelled due to COVID-19 pandemic. The cancellation, the
platform was meant to engage with more than 30 stakeholders from UN country systems, Offices,
Ministries and Agencies of government.
Timeously update the inventory of fundamental spatial datasets in government agencies and
institutions
Eight (8) updated fundamental datasets were received from the custodians during the year under
review and the inventory at the NSA has been updated. The datasets are:
No

Layer Name

1.

Trunk Roads N12

2.

Main Roads N12

3.

District Roads N12

4.

Substations 2019

5.

Power lines 2019

6.

Active Mineral Licenses

7.

Applications for Licenses

8.

Mineral Occurrences

Table 14
Develop and implement NSDI standards, specifications and guidelines for use across all levels
of government
No standards and guidelines that were expected to be developed this financial year were developed
due to capacity issues and the technical nature of those earmarked to be developed. The third NSDI
standard, which was expected to be gazetted, was the Standard for the Manner of Access to and
Dissemination of Spatial Data in Namibia.
The standard is aimed to encourage widespread dissemination and sharing of government spatial
data in formats that enable easier utilisation of spatial data while safeguarding sensitive information.
The standard will also provide context upon which refusal of access to geospatial data may be
exercised by a spatial data custodian. It will further outline a framework upon which geospatial data
may be licensed. The draft standard document is available and is expected to undergo review by a
legal expert before going for public consultation and Attorney-General’s final review.
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A practical handbook for assessing the quality of geospatial information has been put on hold to due
to lack of capacity. The expression of interest sent out by the NSA did not attract qualified consultants
to develop the materials. NSA has in the meantime developed internal quality assessment templates
to be used tentatively while a full NSDI data quality assurance procedure is being put in place.
Develop a compliance program for NSDI standards and specifications
The compliance program could not be developed due to some standards that are still pending
and need to be finalized and be approved by the Committee for spatial Data. Lack of the practical
handbook upon which the program is to be built is also contributing to this delay. For the past two
financial years, it has been a challenge to find an appropriate and affordable consultant to develop
the handbook due to its technical nature.
Build institutional competence to be able to collect, maintain and disseminate national spatial
data
Following the acquisition of the DigitalGlobe satellite image government wide license by NSA on
behalf of the NSDI institution for the purpose of conducting census mapping project as well as
updating of spatial data within the NSDI institutions, 30 roving NSDI licenses were allocated to 13
NSDI institutions of which 79 staff members from 11 institutions were trained on how to access
and use the images. The table below provides the license allocation and number of staff members
trained per institution.
No.

Institution

License
Allocated
Yes/No?

Number of Number of staff trained
Licenses
allocated

1.

Ministry of Mines and Energy

Yes

5

9

2.

City of Windhoek

Yes

2

12

3.

Ministry of Environment and Tourism

Yes

2

5

4.

CENORED

Yes

1

6

5.

Swakopmund Municipality

Yes

1

7

6.

Erongo Regional Council

Yes

1

3

7.

Walvis Bay Municipality

Yes

1

2

8.

Ministry of Land reform

Yes

5

8

9.

Namibia University of Science and
Technology

Yes

4

NUST students trained

10.

University of Namibia

Yes

2

UNAM students trained

11.

Roads Authority

Yes

1

Not trained

12.

Ministry of Agriculture, Water and
Forestry

Yes

3

18

13.

Telecom

Yes

2

Not trained

14.

Katima Mulilo Town Council

Yes

1

9

31

79

Total

Table 15
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The NSA, through the National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI), embarked on a national basic GIS
capacity building programme targeted at local authorities. A total of 50 staff members from local
authorities in the Karas, Hardap, Erongo, Otjozondjupa, Omaheke and Kunene regions were trained:
Perform NSDI project clearance functions within 14 days of receipt of application
The Bush Encroachment project has been completed and EFTAS is in the process of transferring the
Bush Information System to the NSA for hosting on behalf of the Ministry of Agriculture, Water and
Forestry. The IT department at NSA worked on obtaining a secure port for the system and it has been
successfully transferred to the NSA. The Namibia Civil Aviation Authority (NCAA) planned to collect
terrain and obstacle data for the whole of Namibia around airports. They were advised to obtain
project clearance as per the NSDI Policy of 2015 before commencing with data collection.
Perform timely NSDI Help desk functions e.g. spatial data requests and report quarterly
NSA received and processed ninety-one (91) spatial data requests during the reference period.
Out of the 91 requests, 84% or 76 requests were external while 15 came from NSA internal subject
departments.

Number of Data Requests 2019 - 2020

Figure 6: Comparison of number of Spatial Data Requests Q1 to Q4 of 2019-2020
Contribute to the NSA corporate communication strategy to increase NSDI awareness and
understanding
As part of the NSDI Communication Plan, NSA is required to carry out at least two awareness creation
activities to socialise NSDI and promote the use of spatial data. During the reference year, the Agency
created NSDI awareness through activities such as presenting the NSDI and exhibiting products at
the Namibia Geological Survey’s 50th anniversary celebration conference as well as presentation to
the Executive Director’s forum.
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In addition, the Agency published and distributed the NSDI Newsletter that keeps NSDI stakeholders
informed with all NSDI related activities taking place in Namibia as well as internationally. A
presentation about the NSDI, census mapping and use of satellite images was also made to the
National Housing Enterprise (NHE)’s management.
Update, monitor, and report on the implementation of the NSDI Advance Data Collection
Calendar (ADCC)
The NSDI Advance Data Collection Calendar (ADCC) is continuously updated as per the information
received from data custodians with the aim of avoiding duplications when collecting spatial data in
the country. Below is the summary of the expected updates on fundamental datasets and the dates
of expected release:
S/No

DATA TITLE

EXPECTEDDATA RELEASE DATE

1

15 Day School Statistics of 2020

April 2020

2

National Road Network 13

Not yet known

3

Power lines and Substations

January 2020

th

4

Towers ,2G, 3G and 4G Mobile Network
Coverage

July 2020

Table 16
Objective 3.2:		

Improve statistical integration with spatial data

Conduct annual national sampling frame adjustment in fast growing areas of the country by
the end of September 2019
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The adjustment of fast-growing areas was not done, because all resources and time was dedicated
to the census mapping activities and the result of the census mapping is intended to aid in this
adjustment.
Develop the Dwelling Unit Frame by March 2020
The development of the dwelling unit is still ongoing, and it will be complete once the census
mapping project is completed.
Align common geographies to the national statistical frames

Figure 7
The alignment of common geographies is dependent on the outputs of the census mapping
particularly the dwelling unit frame.
To enhance efficiency and effectiveness, the following objectives were developed and followed
through during the period under review as reported below:
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Enhance organisational efficiency and effectiveness

Objective 4.1: Strengthen Business Logistics and Security
No security breaches were recorded during the 2019-2020 financial year; however, malware was
found on some computers of NSA staff. Malware is “software that is designed to disrupt, damage or
gain unauthorized access to a computer system”. The malware in question caused some computers
to slow down and send spam emails to other users within the NSA network. The malware possibly
originated from a memory stick. IT resolved the problem by cleaning files to remove the malware
and resetting staff computers.

Box Article 9

No security breaches were recorded during the 2019-2020 financial year. The NSA
acquired hardware and software designed to ensure that staff can successfully
complete their tasks upon recruitment

Objective 4.2: Strengthen good corporate governance
The NSA acquired hardware and software for the Multimedia Specialist to ensure that he was able
to successfully complete the annual report upon his immediate recruitment.

Box Article 10

“Excellence in corporate governance is an environment where the company
such as the NSA has the people, resources, processes and culture to enable a
thoughtful, proactive focus on strategy, stakeholders, operations and risk, and
thus maximizing on the opportunity for successful results for all stakeholders. It
is the combined responsibility of the owner (government), Management and Board
of Directors.’’.
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Objective 4.3: Enhance risk management and Internal Audit
RISK MANAGEMENT

Box Article 11

The Internal Audit Division provides independent and objective assurance on the
adequacy and effectiveness of the Agency’s control and governance processes.
Independent and objective assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness of the
NSA’s controls and governance process is key as we manage public funds

The Board, supported by the Finance and Audit Committee (FAC) oversees, the implementation of
the Enterprise Risk Management Framework (ERMF). The NSA aims to monitor the effectiveness
of internal controls and risk management strategies. The Statistician-General & CEO has overall
responsibility for Risk Management within the Agency, and the Manager: Internal Audit has been
assigned as the Risk Management facilitator. The Internal Audit Division oversees of both Internal
Audit and Risk Management (Facilitation).
The Company Secretary, Executive: Finance & Administration, Manager: Internal Audit are standing
invitees to all ordinary FAC meetings and support the Committee in discharging its duties. The
Statistician-General & CEO is a member of this Committee. Managers (Risk Champions) in each
department/division are required to provide feedback on the implementation of risk treatment
actions relating to their departments/divisions. The NSA Internal Audit Division is responsible for
the consolidated risk reporting facilitation and coordination of the risk management and the risk
governance processes.
FAC assess the effectiveness of the ERMF. FAC receives feedback on risk reports that outline changes
in the level or nature of the risks faced by the Agency, developments in risk management, and
operational events, including significant errors and omissions.

Box Article 12

The Board, supported by the Finance and Audit Committee (FAC), oversees the
implementation of the Enterprise Risk Management Framework (ERMF). During the
year, the Finance and Audit Committee reviewed the assessment of risks, internal
controls and disclosure controls and procedures as well as the effectiveness of
any remedial actions taken for the year
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During the year, FAC reviewed the assessment of risks, internal controls and disclosure controls and
procedures as well as the effectiveness of any remedial actions taken for the year. The Agency focused
on enhancing its risk culture, project risk management and business continuity management.
Remedial actions undertaken in the year included:
 A review of risk treatment actions implemented
 Update of the Census 2021 project risk register

Box Article 13

Continuous prudent usage of public resources

A total amount of N$ 174.3 million was received in the current year. N$ 93.5 million
of the amount was allocated to operational activities and N$ 80.8 million was
allocated to the census mapping activities. To compliment the grant received from
the government, the Agency embarked on revenue generating activities.

Governance committee at Board level

ERMF risk responsibility

Board

All risks

Finance and Audit Committee (FAC)

All risks

Governance committee at management level

ERMF risk responsibility

Executive Management Committee (EXCO)

All risk

Risk Champions

Risks specific to each department/
division

Table 17
NSA key risks in 2020 were:
Description

Our Response

High

Very likely

Lack of business process
mapping
- Business Process Mapping Committee established
- Business process mapping is currently in progress
-Outsource the mapping process

High

Very likely

Approved structure not
implemented

High

Very likely

High

Likely

Lack of sufficient
funding

Ineffective Business
Continuity Management
changes

-Approach donors to request more funding
-Undertake extensive advocacy for statistics as a continuing activity among policy and decision-makers
-Mainstream statistics in NDP5 and all government
development programs
-Create partnerships with various organizations (national and international)
-Establish the NSDI fund

- Realign structure against approved projects annually
- Filling critical positions
- A BCR oversight team EXCO
- Draft policy and framework
- BCM Champions

Table 18
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Impact Likelihood
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Well managed internal controls and execution

Box Article 14

In response to the economic environment, during the financial year the Agency
was more efficient with its little resources by decreasing on Subsistence and Travel
allowance, Over-time payments as well as on telephone and disseminating costs.

2020 FOCUS AREAS





Manage sufficiency of funding at a strategic level
Ensure general compliance with all high-risk legislative requirements
Manage operational, strategic, financial and reputational risks
Build strong resilience against cyber-attack

COMBINED ASSURANCE
The Internal Audit Division provides independent and objective assurance on the adequacy and
effectiveness of the Agency’s control and governance processes. This is demonstrated by the direct
functional reporting of the Division to the FAC and its approval of the annual work plan and riskbased strategy.
Various independent and ad hoc audits were conducted during the year under review and certain key
matters affecting the Agency have been raised and reported. Appropriate actions were recommended
and their implementation agreed by Management. All the reports have been presented to Management
and FAC. The progress on implementation of the audit reports findings are presented to the FAC for
monitoring. FAC met during the year and is well informed of audits performed and other activities
of the NSA.

Consistent unqualified audit opinion

Box Article 15

The Agency continues to receive unqualified audit opinions. The importance of an
unqualified audit opinion is that it improves the public’s perception on the integrity
of management as this means that the financial statements are a true and fair
reflection of the state of the financial affairs. An unqualified opinion communicates
to financial statement users that they may have reasonable assurance that the
financial statements are free of any material misstatement
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STRATEGIC GOAL 5: REALISE SUSTAINABILITY IN FUNDING FOR STATISTICS

Objective 5.1: Increase funding for statistics

A total amount of N$ 174.3 million was received in the current year. N$ 93.5 million of the amount
was allocated to operational activities and N$ 80.8 million was allocated to the census mapping
activities.

Table 18
As depicted in the above graph, the Agency was allocated N$ 93.5 for operational activities during
the year under review. This represents a 7% decline from the prior financial year in which the Agency
was allocated N$ 94.15 million.
The forecast for the next three financial years shows an upward trend in the amount that would be
allocated to the Agency as shown in the graph above.
The Agency relies solely on the government for funding. During the 2019/2020 financial year there
were budget constraints on the Agency, which resulted in most of the budgeted projects not been
carried out however the Agency remained committed to continue to fulfil its mandate.
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To compliment the grant received from the government, the Agency embarked on revenue generating
activities. One such activity was approaching key stakeholders in the NSDI sphere to pledge towards
the payment of satellite imaging licence fee. The satellite imaging will inform the census mapping the
structures in the country in preparation for the 2021 Population and Housing Census. Summarised in
the below table are the stakeholder who pledged towards the payment of the licence fee:
Stakeholder

Amount

Ministry of Urban and Rural Development

18, 840, 810

Ministry of Agriculture

6, 000, 000

Table 19
Summarised in the below table are donor funds awarded to the Agency during the financial year:
Donor

Amount (N$)

United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA)

361, 176

World Bank

730, 669

Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations (FAO)

134, 282

World Health Organisation (WHO)

255, 000

Table 20

Figure 8
As depicted in the above graph, the Agency was allocated N$ 80.8 for census activities during the
year under review. The allocation over the next three financial years is driven by the activities that
will be taking place. The actual census will take place in 2021/22 and this is when most of the
resources will be utilised as can be seen from the graph above.
As indicated, a total amount of N$ 80.8 million was allocated from the development budget for
the census mapping activities. The below graph illustrates the timing of the grant income. In the
current financial period, N$ 57.9 million which represents 71% of the development grant income was
received towards the end of the 3rd quarter of the financial year.
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Figure 9
The consequence of the delayed inflow of cash for the census mapping activities in the 2019/2020
financial year resulted in the delayed implementation of the activities for the census mapping. These
activities were carried forward to the next financial year.
An amount of N$ 15.1 million was utilised in the current financial year for the census mapping
activities. This represents nineteen (19) percent of the allocated budget. The Agency adopted to
carry out the census mapping activities in stages. The current cost was for the completion of the
census mapping activities in the Zambezi region. The Agency plans on completing the rest of the
thirteen (13) regions in the next financial year.
The funds that have been allocated to the Agency for the 2020/2021 will sustain the operational
costs for the 2020/2021 financial year. The planned funding will ensure the operational existence of
the Agency which confirms the appropriateness of the going concern basis in the preparation of the
annual financial statements.
Objective 5.2: Stewardship of resources
In response to the economic environment, during the financial year the Agency was more efficient
with its resources by cutting on Subsistence and Travel allowance, Over-time payments as well as
on telephone and disseminating costs.
The Agency acquired assets to the value of N$ 3,442,047 during the financial year, the amount is
lower compared to the prior financial year because most of the assets were in good condition and
resources were deployed to more critical activities.
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STRATEGIC GOAL 6: PROMOTE A NATIONAL CULTURE OF EVIDENCEBASED POLICY, PLANNING AND DECISION-MAKING AT ALL LEVELS
Objective 6.1: Increase statistical awareness across society
Namibia Statistics Agency continues to create awareness about statistical products and information.
During the year under review, the agency engaged in four public lectures that were from renowned
industry experts and for the first time ever, employees of the NSA. Some notable public lectures that
were hosted by the NSA includes Linkages between Poverty and Employment, and the importance
of Census information that was done by Dr. Pali Lehohla, the former Statistician-General of Stats
South Africa. In total, under the year in review the agency made it a point to ensure that statistics is
understood by all its stakeholders. For the first time ever, the agency also hosted a public lecture in
Walvis Bay.
The heart of any place is its stakeholders, who could be students and scholars, local business owners,
or even international investors. As a result, stakeholder meetings are vital in the rebranding process.
Stakeholders can provide an overall picture of a place due to their own experiences. All the details
of a place can only truly be discovered over a long period of time, meaning that an agency must take
the opportunity to learn from external experts who have a comprehensive understanding of a where
the organisation is, and will be able to give an honest opinion on current standings.
In taking steps of addressing stakeholders, the agency held regional meetings across all of the 14
regions, where discussions centred on Spatial Data Infrastructure, Quality Assurance and standards
in statistics. Regional discussions on the upcoming 2021 Census and specifically on the Census
questionnaire also took place in the year under review. The aim of these regional consultations was
to give all of those with an interest in statistics an opportunity to stay involved in the operations of
the organisation and to have an input in the strategic direction of the NSA. The meetings are typically
targeted at the most influential stakeholders, such as shareholders (Government employees),
Councillors and different executives or partnering companies within the regions.
Strengthened relationship with the media has allowed for the NSA to constantly update the public
on statistics. This was extended further with educational drives, for example in Quality Assurance,
Census and Labour information. The organisation realised that it is not enough to produce statistics
without taking up the task of educating and informing the public about those very statistics and their
benefits. The foundations of creating a task team between the NSA and our local broadcaster for the
purpose of finding new ways of disseminating statistics has been laid. This will allow for the NSA and
the local broadcaster to meet and find new ways of disseminating statistics.
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The NSA partnered with the media on roadshow campaigns through Outside Broadcasts, noticeably
so, with the NBC. The media has been a valuable partners in statistics awareness. This, of course,
suggests that the media as well must be trained on statistics reporting. To realise this, the agency
organized a journalism training where the media was trained on how to interpret statistics, and that
they must further report credibly to the Namibian nation. As methods of data collection change, so
does the methods of teachings that have to be done to stakeholders.
The agency makes sure statistics reaches the whole country, by visiting schools and attending trade
shows. The agency visited schools and attended 3 trade fairs. Lastly the NSA continues to utilise
social media as an engagement and dissemination tool. While contemplating the idea of streaming
the agencies press conferences, with some conferences in fact being realised with this initiative,
some queries have in fact being happening on both Facebook and Twitter. The agency uses social
media to engage and educate the Namibian society with the use of Facebook and Twitter with regular
competitions.

The statistics we produce are released impartially to all

Box Article 6

“We do not produce statistics for ourselves as the NSA, but we produce statistics for
the users of statistics such as policy makers and researchers”. Mr. Alex Shimuafeni
Article 4.1 (d) of the Statistics Act No 9 of 2011 determines that statistics should be
disseminated impartially.
The heart of any place is its stakeholders, who could be students and scholars,
local business owners, or even international investors who receive the statistics
impartially. NSA held regional meetings across all of the 14 regions where
discussions centred around statistics, census preparations, Spatial Data
Infrastructure, Quality Assurance and standards in statistics, amongst others.
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Objective 6.2: Improve data dissemination and communication

Traditionally, the main users of statistics are identified to be different governmental bodies at the
central and local levels, large businesses, regional or international agencies and research institutions.
This thought can be cemented by how the agency would in the past spend resources in printing and
disseminating publications to stakeholders. But things are changing. The fact that statistics are now
being regarded as a public good is partly an outcome of the change in dissemination of statistics.
The presence of the Internet and social media makes the difference.
The mobile application still proves to be an especially useful tool tool for the organisation and so
does the website and the statistical databases. Marketing tools for these tools have been created
and constantly, reports of numbers of downloads of course plays a crucial role in informing its
popularity.
To improve communications when it comes to releases, the agency took on the task of streaming
conferences to ensure that the public can follow all discussions. It also allowed for the media that
could otherwise not attend press conferences to be virtually present during discussions. Monthly
statistics are usually sent out to our stakeholders via the mailing list.

Our statistics are available via website, mobile
application and data portals

Box Article 6

Strengthened relationship with the media has allowed for the NSA to constantly
update the public at large on statistics. NSA continues to utilise social media
as an engagement and dissemination tool to reach the entire local and global
population.
The mobile application still proves to be a very useful tool for the organisation
and so does the website and the statistical databases. During the 2019-20 financial
year the NSA website received a total of 55,924 users with, 94,346 sessions and
257,318 page views. The mobile app provides most statistical indicators at your
fingertips and is updated whenever NSA releases publications. Statistics on the
mobile app are for free and it is recommended to update it regularly in order to
keep abreast of the latest information.
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NSA website usage statistics by quarter
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Total

Users

11,024

23,646

8,388

12,866

55,924

Sessions

17,166

44,542

13,274

19,364

94,346

Page views

43,181

130,527

34,377

49,233

257,318

1849

1,880

1,950

1,733

7,412

37

2,800

2,900

3,109

8,846

NADA catalogue hits
NADA Catalogue downloads

Table 21
During the 2019/2020 financial year the NSA website received a total of 55,924 users with,
94,346 sessions and 257,318 page views. The NADA catalogue obtained a total of 7412 web hits,
with 8846 downloads recorded on the highest reports.
The Statistical Mobile App has been receiving positive responses from users since inception to date
a total of 6183 downloads have been recorded on both the Apple App Store (IOS) and Google Play
Store (Android):
 As of 30 September 2019, total of 3185 downloads on IOS and 2626 download on Play
store for Android users summing to 5811 downloads to date.
 During Q3 (1 October 2019 to 31 December 2019) a total of 264 downloads were
recorded, 66 downloads on IOS and 198 Android downloads.
 While in the Q4 (1 January to 31 March 2020) a total of 108 downloads were recoded
with, 45 downloads on IOS and 108 downloads on Android.
The Geoportal had a total of 2409 users, 5393 views in 4398 sessions during the 2019/2020
financial year:
 Attracted 1236 users 2623 views in 2848 sessions up to 30 September 2019.
 During Q3 (1 October 2019 to 31 December 2019) the Geoportal recorded 726 users
1785 views in 1503 sessions.
 While in Q4 (1 January 2020 to 31 March 2020) the Geoportal recorded 447 users 985
views in 256 sessions
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) Portal had a total of 153 users, 1154 views in 4398
sessions during the 2019-2020 financial year:
 During 1 August 2019 to 31 December 2019 (Q2 & Q3) the SDG portal attracted 99
users 708 views in 150 sessions.
 While in the Q4 (1 January 2020 to 31 March 2020) the SDG portal 54 users 446 views
in 106 sessions
 The portal was launched in July 2019. with more needing to be done regarding
sensitization.
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Number of tools and online services up-to date
All relevant online platforms and services (specifically the NSA website and Open data portal) were
updated with all released data during the 2019/2020 financial year.
The geoportal system currently provides reliable analytics on the map viewer (https://digitalnamibia.
nsa.org.na/) and the Metadata browser (http://geofind.nsa.org.na/). For the reporting period 01 April
2019 – 31 March 2020, the number of registered users on the map viewer stood at 297. The top five (5)
combined users of the two geoportal systems outside Namibia were South Africa, Germany, United
States, United Kingdom and Spain. DigitalNamibia acquired 1405 more users than Geofind, while it
also had 3249 more sessions on it than Geofind.
The overall user trend for DigitalNamibia shows a consecutive increase in the first three quarters
of the year with a decrease in the fourth quarter. Compared with Geofind, there was an increase
in users in the second quarter compared to the first quarter but a decrease again in the third and
fourth quarters compared to the second quarter.

Figure 10: User trends for the year
Constituency boundaries are the most popular GIS layers on the geoportal system with regions and
town suburbs topping the list. It is surprising that magisterial district boundaries layer find itself into
the top five (5) most popular layers on the system.
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Figure 11: Most popular layers on the geoportal

Objective 6.3: Increase data user satisfaction
Untimely response to customer requests is one of the hallmarks of poor customer service. Customers
want to feel valued; they want to know their business is appreciated. The key to generating loyal
customers is to provide them with efficient service by the required time frame. At the NSA, responses
must be done within 24 hours. This allows user confidence and of course allows for the agency to
address concerns from the stakeholders.
With media clippings being done every morning, it allowed for the agency to monitor all reports
within the media and if possible, to address them as soon as possible. Media queries are treated as a
priority and if need be, training topics are deduced from concerns of journalists.
The NSA lives by the Statistics Act (No. 9 of 2011) that mandates us to disseminate official statistics
impartially, and we are proud that statistics are released to all at once. The agency uses the mailing
list to disseminate statistics to different stakeholders. The NSA disseminates statistics to the regions
as well through workshops. For the year under review the agency’s printing of publications was
limited due to budget constraints, despite limited printed publications, these were distributed to
different stakeholders including the regions.
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BOARD MEMBERS’ RESPONSIBILITY FOR FINANCIAL
REPORTING			
The Board members are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the Agency’s annual financial
statements, comprising the statement of financial position at 31 March 2020, and the statements of comprehensive
income, changes in equity and cash flows for the year then ended, and the notes to the financial statements, which
include a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory notes, and the directors’ report, in
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards and the requirements of the Statistics Act 9 of 2011.
												
The financial statements are prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards and are based
upon appropriate accounting policies consistently applied and supported by reasonable and prudent judgments and
estimates.								
								
The Board members acknowledge that they are ultimately responsible for the system of internal financial control
established by the Agency and place considerable importance on maintaining a strong control environment. To
enable the Board members to meet these responsibilities, the Board sets standards for internal control aimed
at reducing the risk of error or loss in a cost effective manner. The standards include the proper delegation of
responsibilities within a clearly defined framework, effective accounting procedures and adequate segregation of
duties to ensure an acceptable level of risk. These controls are monitored throughout the Agency and all employees
are required to maintain the highest ethical standards in ensuring the Agency’s business is conducted in a manner
that in all reasonable circumstances is above reproach. The focus of risk management in the Agency is on identifying,
assessing, managing and monitoring all known forms of risk across the Agency. While operating risk cannot be fully
eliminated, the Agency endeavours to minimize it by ensuring that appropriate infrastructure, controls, systems and
ethical behaviour are applied and managed within predetermined procedures and constraints.			
						
The Board members are of the opinion that based on the information and explanations given by management,
that the system of internal control provides reasonable assurance that the financial records may be relied for
the preparation of the financial statements. However, any system of internal financial control can provide only
reasonable, and not absolute, assurance against material misstatement or loss.					
		
The Board members have reviewed the Agency’s cash flow forecast for the year to 31 March 2021 and, in the light of
this review and the current financial position, they are satisfied that the Agency has adequate resources to continue
in operational existence for the foreseeable future. The Board members have determined that there is no material
uncertainty that casts doubt on the Agency’s ability to continue as a going concern. The Board members experts
that COVID 19 might have some impact though not significant.						
							
The external auditors are responsible for independently auditing and reporting on the Agency’s financial statements.
The financial statements have been examined by the Agency’s external auditors and their report is presented on
page 84 to 86.
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BOARD MEMBERS’ APPROVAL OF THE ANNUAL
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
		
The annual financial statements set out on pages 82 to 115 were approved by the board members and are signed
on their behalf by:
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REPORT OF THE BOARD MEMBERS						
For the year ended 31 March 2020										
					

				
											
BACKGROUND AND OPERATIONS								
The Board members present their report for the year ended 31 March 2020.

“The Namibia Statistics Agency [the “Agency”] was established by the Government of the Republic of Namibia in terms
of the Statistics Act 9 of 2011 to constitute the central statistical authority for the State; to collect, produce, analyse
and disseminate official and other statistics in Namibia; facilitate the capture, management, maintenance, integration,
distribution and use of spatial data; to develop and coordinate the National Statistics System and the National Spatial
Data Infrastructure (NSDI); and to advise the Minister of Economic Planning and Director General which is the Agency’s
Line Ministry on matters related to official and other statistics, whether of its own accord or at the request of the Minister.

“								
REVIEW OF FINANCIAL RESULTS								
Full details of the financial position, results of operations and cash flows of the Agency are set out in these financial
statements.								

								
BOARD MEMBERS AND SECRETARIES							
The Board members in office during the year and at the date of this report were as follows:		

					
Names of Members 			
Position			
Period of appointment		
Dr. John Steytler 				
Chairperson		
01/09/2017-31/03/2021		
Associate Professor Nelago Indongo		
Vice Chairperson		
01/09/2017-31/03/2021		
Ms. Libertha Kapere			
Director			
01/09/2017-31/03/2021		
Mr. Salomo Hei 				
Director			
01/09/2017-31/03/2021			
							
Secretary:								
The secretary to the Agency during the year is Ms. Ruusa Shipiki.						
								
Business address			
Postal address					
FGI House			
P.O.Box 2133					
44 Post Street Mall		
Windhoek, Namibia					

		
								
AUDITORS								
Windhoek, Namibia						

PricewaterhouseCoopers was appointed as the Agency auditors in accordance with Section 30 (b) of the Statistics

							
								
PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT								
Act, 2011 .

There was no change in the nature of the property, plant and equipment of the Agency or in the policy regarding
their use.								
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SUBSEQUENT EVENTS								
The terms of the board members has come to an end on 01 September 2020 however, by virtue of the letter
received from National Planning Commission their terms have been extended until 31 March 2021.		
						
						
The impact of COVID 19 has delayed the Agency’s operational activities, however the effect is considered to be
minimal.								
The directors are not aware of any other material event that have occurred after year end up to date of this
report.								

								
GOING CONCERN								
“The Agency recorded a deficit of N$ 1 118 283 (2019: N$ 21 231 100) and generated positive cash flows from
operating activities. The allocated funding from the Government of the Republic of Namibia for the 2019/2020
and other planned revenue generating activities are expected to sustain the operational costs of the Agency. The
timeous delivery of funds from these sources will ensure the operational existence of the Agency in the short term,
confirming the appropriateness of the going concern basis in the preparation of the annual financial statements.
Despite the above, the medium to long term sustainability of the Agency remains a concern to the Board
as governments’ allocation to the Agency has slightly showing an upward trend over the past three years.
Consequently, the Board has initiated strategic initiatives to increase the commissioning of statistical
projects in collaboration with various stakeholders in the Private Sector, Ministries and Developmental
partners. This will generate much needed revenue which will minimise the going concern risk.

“								
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For the year ended 31 March 2020								

Statement of financial position 								
						

Notes

2020

2019

N$

N$

ASSETS
Non current assets
Property, plant and equipment

11

9,811,300

10,380,535

Intangible assets

12

1,871,489

1,441,732

Right of use Asset

21

31,755,705

-

43,438,494

11,822,266

Total non current assets
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents

10

120,455,934

31,660,566

Trade and other receivables

13

1,228,216

5,507,822

Pre-payments

22

540,172

-

Total current assets

122,224,322

37,168,388

Total assets

165,662,817

48,990,660

Accumulated surplus

26,462,048

27,754,616

Total capital and reserves

26,462,048

27,754,616

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity

Non Current liabilities
Deferred income

15

1,326,126

1,325,554

Lease Liability

21

23,595,387

-

24,921,513

1,325,554

Total non current liabilities
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables

14

11,175,086

13,089,831

Deferred income

15

94,607,191

6,820,660

Lease Liability

21

8,496,980

-

Total current liabilities

114,279,257

19,910,491

Total liabilities

139,200,769

21,236,045

Total equity and liabilities

165,662,817

48,990,660
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For the year ended 31 March 2020								

Statement of comprehensive income							
Notes

2020

2019

N$

N$

Revenue

3

115,420,439

97,417,249

Cost of projects

4

(21,605,349)

(27,221,769)

93,815,090

70,195,480

Income before other operating expenses and income
Other income

5

4,388,667

6,090,442

Distribution expenses

7

(333,183)

(526,997)

Administrative & operating expenses

8

(99,022,432)

(97,037,132)

(1,151,857)

(21,278,207)

33,575

47,106

(1,118,283)

(21,231,100)

Operating (loss)/profit
Finance Income

6

Operating (deficit)/surplus for the year

Statement of changes in equity		
						
Accumulated
Surplus
N$

90

Total
N$

Balance at 31 March 2018

48,985,716

48,985,716

Deficit for the year

(21,231,100)

(21,231,100)

Balance at 31 March 2019

27,754,616

27,754,616

IFRS 16 Adjustment

(174,286)

(174,286)

Deficit for the year

(1,118,283)

(1,118,283)

Balance at 31 March 2020

26,462,048

26,462,048
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For the year ended 31 March 2020								

Statement of cash flows
Notes

2020

2019

N$

N$

Cash receipts from Government of Namibia and
donors

202,792,445

102,073,452

Cash payments to suppliers and employees

(104,962,315)

(114,279,869)

Cash flows from operating activities

Cash (used in)/generated from operations

16

97,830,130

(12,206,417)

Interest received

6

33,575

47,106

97,863,704

(12,159,311)

Net cash (used in)/ from operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities
Purchases of equipment

11

(2,505,142)

(655,640)

Purchase of intangible asset

12

(936,905)

(138,000)

Proceeds from sale of assets

-

47,401

Net cash used in investing activities

(3,442,047)

(746,240)

Repayment of the capital portion of lease liability

(5,366,569)

-

Repayment of Interest portion of lease liability

(259,720)

-

Net Cash used in financing activities

(5,626,290)

-

Net (decrease)/increase in cash and cash
equivalents

88,795,368

(12,905,964)

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year

31,660,566

44,566,529

120,455,934

31,660,566

Cash flows from financing activities

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year

10
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For the year ended 31 March 2020								

Notes to the annual financial statements		
1. BASIS OF ACCOUNTING								
The annual financial statements are prepared in accordance with and comply with International Financial Reporting
Standards (“IFRS”) as adopted by the International Accounting Standards Board (“IASB”), and interpretations issued
by the International Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee (“IFRIC”) of the IASB and the requirements of
the Statistics Act 9 of 2011.										
					
1.1 Application of new and revised International Financial Reporting Standards
1.1.1 Application of IFRS 16 leases								
The Agency has considered the implications of IFRS 16 in the preparation of the financial statements. The
implementation has resulted in a change on retained earnings as the modified retrospective approach has been
used.								
											
1.1.1
IFRS 9 Financial Instruments							
“In the current year, the Agency has applied IFRS 9 Financial Instruments (as revised in July 2014)
and the related consequential amendments to other IFRS Standards that are effective for an annual
period that begins on or after 1 January 2019. The transition provisions of IFRS 9 allow an entity not
to restate comparatives thus the Agency has elected not to restate comparatives in respect of the
classification and measurement of financial instruments. IFRS 9 introduced new requirements for:
1)
2)
3)

The classification and measurement of financial assets and financial liabilities,
Impairment of financial assets, and
General hedge accounting which is currently not applicable to the Agency’s financial statements.
The Agency has applied IFRS 9 in accordance with the transition provisions set out in IFRS 9.”		
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New and revised pronouncements as at 31 March 2020
The below table contains International Financial Reporting Standards and amendments effective for the first
time for the year ended 31 March 2020.					
Standard

Key requirements 		

Effective date

Amendment to IAS 1,
‘Presentation of financial
statements’ and IAS 8,
‘Accounting policies,
changes in accounting
estimates and errors’ on
the definition of material.

This standard replaces the guidance in IAS 39. It
includes requirements on the classification and
measurement of financial assets and liabilities; it also
includes an expected credit losses model that replaces
the current incurred loss impairment model.		

‘Annual periods
beginning on or after 1
January 2019

IFRS 16 – Leases

“IFRS 16 will affect primarily the accounting by lessees Annual periods
and will result in the recognition of almost all leases on beginning on or after 1
the balance sheet. The standard removes the current
January 2019
distinction between operating and financing leases and
requires recognition of an asset (the right to use the
leased item) and a financial liability to pay rentals for
virtually all lease contracts.
“			

The below table contains International Financial Reporting Standards, interpretations and amendments issued
but not effective for 31 March 2019 year-end				
IAS/IFRS

Pronouncement 		

Effective date

Amendments to
References to the
Conceptual Framework
in IFRS Standards

Together with the revised Conceptual Framework
‘Annual periods beginning
published in March 2018, the IASB also issued
on or after 1 January 2020
Amendments to References to the Conceptual
Framework in IFRS Standards. The document contains
amendments to IFRS 2, IFRS 3, IFRS 6, IFRS 14, IAS
1, IAS 8, IAS 34, IAS 37, IAS 38, IFRIC 12, IFRIC 19,
IFRIC 20, IFRIC 22, and SIC-32. Not all amendments,
however update those pronouncements with regard to
references to and quotes from the framework so that
they refer to the revised Conceptual Framework. Some
pronouncements are only updated to indicate which
version of the framework they are referencing to (the
IASC framework adopted by the IASB in 2001, the IASB
framework of 2010, or the new revised framework of
2018) or to indicate that definitions in the standard
have not been updated with the new definitions
developed in the revised Conceptual Framework.		
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Covid-19-Related
Rent Concessions
(Amendment to IFRS
16)

The amendment provides lessees with an exemption
from assessing whether a COVID-19-related rent
concession is a lease modification.
“

‘Annual reporting periods
beginning on or after 1 June
2020

Property, Plant and
Equipment — Proceeds
before Intended Use
(Amendments to IAS
16)

The amendments prohibit deducting from the cost
of an item of property, plant and equipment any
proceeds from selling items produced while bringing
that asset to the location and condition necessary for
it to be capable of operating in the manner intended
by management. Instead, an entity recognises the
proceeds from selling such items, and the cost of
producing those items, in profit or loss.

‘Annual periods beginning
on or after 1 January 2022

		
There are no other standards that are not yet effective and that would be expected to have a material impact
on the Agency in the current or future reporting periods and on foreseeable future transactions.		
						
								
2

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES						

Significant judgment and sources of estimation uncertainty						
The annual financial statements are prepared in accordance with the going concern principle under the historical
cost basis, except for financial assets and liabilities where the fair value and amortised cost basis of accounting is
adopted. The principal accounting policies, which have been consistently applied in all material respects, are set out
below. The preparation of financial statements in conformity with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
requires the use of certain critical accounting estimates. It also requires management to exercise its judgement in
the process of applying accounting policies. 								
				
2.1
Taxation							
No income or any other tax, duty or levy imposed under any law is payable by the Agency in terms
of Section 32 of the Statistics Act, 2011.							
								
2.2

Intangible assets							
An intangible asset is recognised when:
it is probable that the expected future economic benefits that are attributable to the
		
asset will flow to the entity; and
the cost of the asset can be measured reliably.						
					
Intangible assets are initially recognised at cost.						
								
An intangible asset arising from development (or from the development phase of an internal project) is recognised
when:
it is technically feasible to complete the asset so that it will be available for use or sale.
there is an intention to complete and use or sell it.
there is an ability to use or sell it.
it will generate probable future economic benefits.
there are available technical, financial and other resources to complete the development and
to use or sell the asset.
the expenditure attributable to the asset during its development can be measured reliably.
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Directly attributable costs that are capitalised as part of the software include employee costs and an appropriate
portion of relevant overheads. Capitalised development costs are recorded as intangible assets and amortised from
the point at which the asset is ready for use. 							
An intangible asset is regarded as having an indefinite useful life when, based on all relevant factors, there is no
foreseeable limit to the period over which the asset is expected to generate net cash inflows. Amortisation is not
provided for these intangible assets, but they are tested for impairment annually and whenever there is an indication
that the asset may be impaired. For all other intangible assets amortisation is provided on a straight line basis over
their useful lives.
The amortisation period and the amortisation method for intangible assets are reviewed every period-end.
Reassessing the useful life of an intangible asset with a finite useful life after it was classified as indefinite is an
indicator that the asset may be impaired. As a result the asset is tested for impairment and the remaining carrying
amount is amortised over its useful life.
Internally generated brands, mastheads, publishing titles, customer lists and items similar in substance are not
recognised as intangible assets.							
								
Work in progress comprises of computer software bought and not in use. These items are carried at cost and are not
depreciated as they are not available for use.							
Amortisation is provided to write down the intangible assets, on a straight line basis, to their residual values as
follows:							
								
Item				Average useful life					
Computer Software		
5 years					
								
2.3
Property, plant and equipment							
								
Property, plant and equipment are tangible assets which the Agency holds for its own use or for rental to others
and which are expected to be used for more than one year. Property, plant and equipment are stated at historical
cost less depreciation and impairment losses. Historical cost includes expenditure that is directly attributable to the
acquisition of the items. Subsequent costs are included in the asset’s carrying amount or recognised as a separate
asset, as appropriate, only when it is probable that future economic benefits associated with the item will flow to
the Agency and the cost of the item can be measured reliably.
The carrying amount of any component accounted for as a separate asset is derecognised when replaced. All other
repairs and maintenance are charged to profit or loss during the reporting period in which they are incurred.
The depreciation methods and periods used by the Agency are disclosed below:
Item				
Motor Vehicles			

Method		
Average useful life			
Straight line 		
4 years (with 30% residual value)		

Computer Equipment 		
Straight line 		
3 years			
Office Equipment
		
Straight line 		
3 years			
Furniture & fittings
		
Straight line 		
6 years			
Leasehold Improvements		
Straight line 		
5 years			
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The assets’ residual values and useful lives are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at the end of each reporting
period. An asset’s carrying amount is written down immediately to its recoverable amount if the asset’s carrying
amount is greater than its estimated recoverable amount. Gains and losses on disposals are determined by
comparing proceeds with carrying amounts. These are included in profit or loss.
2.4

Leases								
A lease is classified as a finance lease if it transfers substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to
ownership. A lease is classified as an operating lease if it does not transfer substantially all the risks and
rewards incidental to ownership.								
The determination of whether an arrangement is, or contains, a lease is based on the substance of the
arragement at inception date, whether fulfiling of the arragement is dependent on the use of a specific
asset or assets or the arragement conveys a right to use the asset.					
										
Operating leases – lessee							
Operating lease payments are recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over the lease term. The
difference between the amounts recognised as an expense and the contractual payments are recognised
as an operating lease asset. This liability is not discounted.						
		
Any contingent rentals are expensed in the period they are incurred.					
										
Lease Liabilities								
At the commencement date of the lease, the Agency recognises lease liabilities measured at the present
value of lease payments to be made over the lease term.						
		
The lease payments include fixed payments (and, in some instances, in-substance fixed payments) less
any lease incentives receivable, variable lease payments that depend on an index or a rate, and amounts
expected to be paid under residual value guarantees.							
The Agency used its incremental borrowing rate as the government borrowing rate which is the repo rate
as most of the Agency funds are from the government						
		
After the commencement date, the amount of lease liabilities is increased to reflect the accretion of
interest and reduced for the lease payments made. In addition, the carrying amount of lease liabilities is
re-measured if there is a modification, a change in the lease term, a change in the lease payments (e.g.,
changes to future payments resulting from a change in an index or rate used to determine such lease
payments) or a change in the assessment of an option to purchase the underlying asset.			
											
Right of use asset								
The right-of-use asset is a lessee’s right to use an asset over the life of a lease. 				
				
The agency recognizes a right-of-use asset and a lease liability at the commencement date of the
contract for all leases conveying the right to control the use of an identified assets for a period of time.
The commencement date is the date on which a lessor makes an underlying asset available for use by a
lessee.								
									
The right-of-use assets are initially measured at cost, which comprises:					
			
• the amount of the initial measurement of the lease liability,				
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•
•
•

any lease payments made at or before the commencement date, less any lease incentives,
any initial direct costs incurred by the lessee,						
an estimate of costs to be incurred by the lessee in dismantling and removing the underlying assets or
restoring the site on which the assets are located.						
		
After the commencement date the right-of-use assets are measured at cost less any accumulated
depreciation and any accumulated impairment losses and adjusted for any re-measurement of the lease
liability.								
									
The Agency elected to apply exemptions for short term leases in relation to leases not more than 12 years
and leases for which the underlying asset is of low value.						
		
Right-of-use assets are depreciated on a straight-line basis over the shorter of the lease term and the
estimated useful lives of the assets, as follows: 		
									
Item								
Buildings 			
2-5 years						
Computer equipment 		
2-5 years						
									
If ownership of the leased asset transfers to the Agency at the end of the lease term or the cost reflects the
exercise of a purchase option, depreciation is calculated using the estimated useful life of the asset. The
right of-use assets are also subject to impairment.							

2.5

Short-term leases and leases of low-value assets
The Agency applies the short-term lease recognition exemption to its short-term leases of equipment (i.e.,
those leases that have a lease term of 12 months or less from the commencement date and do not contain
a purchase option). 								
It also applies the lease of low-value assets recognition exemption to leases of office equipment and
buildings that are considered to be low value. Lease payments on short-term leases and leases of low-value
assets are recognised as expense on a straight-line basis over the lease term				
				
The Agency adopted IFRS 16 using the modified retrospective method of adoption with the date of initial
application. Under this method the cumulative effect of initially applying the standard is recognized as an
adjustment to equity at the date of initial application.			
Impairment of assets								
At each reporting date, financial and non-financial assets not carried at fair value, are reviewed to determine
whether there is any indication that those assets have suffered an impairment loss. If there is an indication
of possible impairment, the recoverable amount of any affected asset is estimated and compared with
its carrying amount. If the estimated recoverable amount is lower, the carrying amount is reduced to its
estimated recoverable amount, and an impairment loss is recognised immediately in profit or loss.		
												

2.6
Financial instruments per IAS 39 							
		
							
2.6.1
Initial recognition and measurement
All financial instruments, are recognised on the statement of financial position. Financial instruments are
initially recognised when the Agency becomes party to the contractual terms of the instruments and are
measured at cost, which is the fair value of the consideration given (financial asset) or received (financial
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liability or equity instrument) for it. Financial liabilities and equity instruments are classified according to
the substance of the contractual arrangement on initial recognition. Subsequent to initial recognition these
instruments are measured as set out below.
							
2.6.2
Fair value methods and assumptions						
The fair value of financial instruments traded in an organised financial market are measured at the applicable
quoted prices, adjusted for any transaction costs necessary to realise the assets or settle the liabilities.
The fair value of financial instruments not traded in an organised financial market, is determined using a
variety of methods and assumptions that are based on market conditions and risk existing at statement of
financial position date, including independent appraisals and discounted cash flow methods. The fair value
determined is adjusted for any transaction costs necessary to realise the assets or settle the liabilities. The
carrying amounts of financial assets and liabilities with a maturity of less than one year are assumed to
approximate their fair values due to the short-term trading cycle of these items.
2.6.3
De-recognition
Financial assets (or a portion thereof) are de-recognised when the Agency realises the rights to the benefits
specified in the contract, the rights expire or the Agency surrenders or otherwise loses control of the
contractual rights that comprise the financial asset.
On de-recognition, the difference between the carrying amount of the financial asset and proceeds
receivable and any prior adjustment to reflect fair value that had been reported in equity are included in
the statement of comprehensive income.								
								
Financial liabilities (or a portion thereof) are de-recognised when the obligation specified in the contract
is discharged, cancelled or expires. On de-recognition, the difference between the carrying amount of the
financial liability, including related unamortised costs, and amount paid for it are included in the statement
of comprehensive income.
2.6.4
Financial assets								
The Agency’s principal financial assets are trade and other receivables and bank and cash 			
balances.								
									
Trade and other receivables								
‘Accounts receivable originated by the Agency are stated at their cost less a provision for impairment. An
estimate of doubtful debts is made based on a review of all outstanding amounts at reporting date. Bad
debts are written off during the period in which they are identified.
Bank and cash balances 							
The accounting policy for bank and cash balances is dealt with under cash and cash equivalents set out in
note 2.10										
2.6.5
Financial liabilities							
The Agency’s principal financial liabilities are trade and other payables.					
		
Trade and other payables							
These amounts represent liabilities for goods and services provided to the Agency prior to the end of
financial year which are unpaid. The amounts are unsecured and are usually paid within 30 days of
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2.7

recognition. Trade and other payables are presented as current liabilities unless payment is not due within
12 months after the reporting period. They are recognised initially at their fair value and subsequently
measured at fair value.
						
Financial instruments per IFRS 9
“Financial instruments held by the Agency are classified in accordance with the provisions of IFRS 9 Financial
Instruments. Broadly, the classification possibilities which are adopted by the Agency as applicable are as
follows:
Financial assets which are debt instruments:
• Amortised cost
•
Designated at fair value through profit and loss
Financial liabilities:
• Amortised cost
2.7.1

Trade and other receivables 							

Classification 							
Trade and other receivables, excluding prepayments, are classified as financial assets subsequently
measured at amortised cost. They have been classified in this manner because their contractual terms
give rise, on specified dates to cash flows that are solely payments of principal and interest on the principal
outstanding, and the Agency’s business model is to collect the contractual cash flow on trade and other
receivables. 							
							
Recognition and measurement
Trade and other receivables are recognised when the Agency becomes a party to the contractual provisions
of the receivables. They are measured, at initial recognition, at their fair value plus transaction costs if any.
They are subsequently measured at amortised cost. Amortised cost is the amount at which the financial
instrument was recognised at initial recognition less any principal repayments, plus accrued interest, and
for financial assets less any write-down for incurred impairment losses. 					
									
Impairment							
The Agency recognises a loss allowance for expected credit losses on trade and other receivables excluding
prepayments. The amount of expected credit losses is updated at each reporting date to reflect changes in
credit risk since initial recognition of the respective financial instrument.				
			
Measurement and recognition of expected credit losses
The Agency recognises lifetime expected credit losses for trade receivables using a provision matrix
based on the Agency’s historical credit loss experience, adjusted for factors that are specific to the
debtors, general economic conditions and an assessment of both the current as well as the forecast
direction of conditions at the reporting date, including time value of money where appropriate.
An impairment gain or loss is recognised in profit or loss with a corresponding adjustment to the carrying
amount of trade and other receivables, through use of a loss allowance account. The impairment
loss is included in other operating expenses in profit or loss as a movement in credit loss allowance.
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2.8

2.9

2.10

Write off policy 							
The Agency writes off a receivable when there is information indicating that the debtor is in severe
financial difficulty and there is no realistic prospect of recovery, e.g. when the debtor has been placed
under liquidation or has entered into bankruptcy proceedings. Receivables written off may still be subject
to enforcement activities under the Agency’s recovery procedures, taking into account legal advice where
appropriate. Any recoveries made are recognised in profit or loss.					
		
Credit risk 							
Details of credit risk are included in the trade and other receivables note (note 19.1).			
									
Prepayments							
This relates to expenses paid in advance for the airtime and data that is being utilized by the field staff for
the census mapping that is currently underway as well as rent paid in advance. Prepayments are expensed
over time and the expenses are recognized to the income statement in the period the airtime and data is
provided to the field staff.										
			
Employee benefits							
Short-term employee benefits							
Short-term employee benefits are recognised as an expense in the period in which they are incurred.
The cost of short-term employee benefits, (those payable within 12 months after the service is rendered,
such as paid vacation leave and sick leave, bonuses, and non-monetary benefits such as medical care), are
recognised in the period in which the service is rendered and are not discounted.			
											
The expected cost of profit sharing and bonus payments is recognised as an expense when there is a legal
or constructive obligation to make such payments as a result of past performance.			
				
Retirement fund							
Benefits are provided for employees by an independent retirement fund to which the Agency contributes.
The retirement fund is governed by the Namibian Pension Funds Act. The retirement fund is in the nature
of a defined contribution plan. All employees contribute to the fund. The contributions commenced from
01 April 2013.
Cash and cash equivalents							
Cash and cash equivalents are measured at fair value and comprise cash on hand, deposits held on call with
banks, and instruments in money market, net of bank overdrafts and committed loan facilities.		
					
2.11
Provisions and contingencies 							
Provisions are recognised when the Agency has a present obligation (legal or constructive) as a result
of a past event, if it is probable that the Agency will be required to settle the obligation, and a reliable
estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation.						
The amount recognised as a provision is the best estimate of the consideration required to settle the
present obligation at the end of the reporting period, taking into account the risks and uncertainties
surrounding the obligation.							
								
Where some or all of the expenditure required to settle a provision is expected to be reimbursed by
another party, the reimbursement shall be recognised when, and only when, it is virtually certain that
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reimbursement will be received if the entity settles the obligation. The reimbursement shall be treated
as a separate asset. The amount recognised for the reimbursement shall not exceed the amount of the
provision.							
								
Contingent assets and contingent liabilities are not recognised.						
								
2.12
Loans and trade payables							
Other financial liabilities, including borrowings, are initially measured at fair value, net of transaction
costs.							
								
Other financial liabilities are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method,
with interest expense recognised on the basis of the effective interest method.				
			
The effective interest method is a method of calculating the amortised cost of a financial liability and of
allocating interest expense over the relevant period. The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly
discounts estimated future cash payments through the expected life of the financial liability, or (where
appropriate) a shorter period, to the net carrying amount on initial recognition.				
											
2.13
Revenue 				
The Agency recognises revenue from the following major sources.		
•
Government grant 							
•
Donations 							
Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration received or receivable, net of
discounts and sales-related taxes collected on behalf of government authorities. 			
				
The Agency recognises revenue when:						
		
it satisfies a performance obligation by transferring a promised good or service to a
customer in an amount that reflects the consideration to which the Agency expects to
be entitled in exchange for those goods or services
								
2.14
Government grants							
Revenue comprises of the grant received from the Government of the Republic of Namibia for the execution
of the Agency’s mandate as stipulated in the Statistics Act 9 of 2011. Government grants are recognised
at their fair value where there is reasonable assurance that the grant will be received and all attaching
conditions will be complied with. When the grant relates to an expense item, it is recognised as income
over the periods necessary to match the grant on a systematic basis relative to the costs that it is intended
to compensate. Where the grant relates to an asset, the fair value is credited to the deferred income
account and is released to the income statement over the expected useful life of the relevant asset by equal
annual instalments.										
				
2.15
Donations 							
Revenue also comprises of donations, either in cash or in the form of assets, from various stakeholders for
the furtherance of the Agency’s mandate as stipulated in the Statistics Act 9 of 2011. When the donation
relates to an expense item, it is recognised as income over the periods necessary to match the donation
on a systematic basis relative to the costs that it is intended to compensate. Where the donation relates
to an asset, the fair value is credited to deferred income and is released to the income statement over the
expected useful life of the relevant asset by equal annual instalments.				
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2.16
Key sources of estimation uncertainty and judgments				
I
n
preparing the annual financial statements, management is required to make estimates and assumptions
that affect the amounts represented in the annual financial statements and related disclosures. Use of
available information and the application of judgment is inherent in the formation of estimates. Actual
results in the future could differ from these estimates which may be material to the annual financial
statements.
Impairment testing							
The recoverable amounts of cash-generating units and individual assets have been determined based on
the higher of value-in-use calculations and fair values less cost to sell. These calculations require the use
of estimates and assumptions. It is reasonably possible that the assumption may change which may then
impact our estimations and may then require a material adjustment to the carrying value of goodwill and
tangible assets.
The Agency reviews and tests the carrying value of assets when events or changes in circumstances
suggest that the carrying amount may not be recoverable. Assets are grouped at the lowest level for which
identifiable cash flows are largely independent of cash flows of other assets and liabilities. If there are
indications that impairment may have occurred, estimates are prepared of expected future cash flows for
each group of assets. Expected future cash flows used to determine the value in use tangible assets are
inherently uncertain and could materially change over time. They are significantly affected by a number of
factors, together with economic factors.
						
Residual values and useful lives							
The residual value, useful life and depreciation method of each asset is reviewed, and adjusted if
appropriate, at the end of each reporting period. If the expectations differ from previous estimates, the
change is accounted for as a change in accounting estimate.
3

4

Revenue
Government grant

95,354,000

94,145,000

Deferred income recognised

20,066,439

3,272,249

115,420,439

97,417,249

Cost of projects
The following items have been recognised as expenses in relation to the projects undertaken by the
Agency:
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Namibia Financial Inclusion Survey (NFIS)

-

108,505

NFIS - Printing and Stationeries

-

88,930

NFIS - Travel Expenses

-

6,610

NFIS - Hotel & Accommodation

-

12,964

Census Project

17,108,117

-

Census - Remunerations

4,358,941

-

Census - Overtime

80,212

-

Census - Subject Matter Consultancy Fees

430,233

-
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Census - Equipment Rental

13,524

Census - Printing & Stationeries

90,231

-

Census - Insurance

87,002

-

Census - Stakeholder Engagement

16,300

-

Census - Training & Study Tour

2,733,401

-

Census - Telephone/ Airtime Expenses

21,330

-

Census - Fuel & Transport Costs

1,007,908

-

Census - Materials & Supplies

1,287,916

-

Census - Computer Consumables

94,116

-

Census - Repairs & Maintenance

6,038

-

Census - Licence fees computers

3,828,868

-

Census - Advertising

10,000

-

Census - Travel Expense

13,369

-

Census - Meals & Accommondation

420,310

-

Census - Subsistence Allowance

1,620,526

-

Census - Publicity

811,424

-

Census - Repairs & Maintenance Vehicles

176,470

-

United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA)

566,887

359,093

UNFPA-Subject Matter Consultancy

2,100

-

UNFPA-Bank charges

36

3,300

UNFPA -’UNFPA-Training & Study Tour

36,559

-

UNFPA-Stakeholder Engagements

162,803

51,117

UNFPA - Subscription fees

-

233,869

UNFPA - Meals & Refreshment

56,031

47,458

UNFPA - Conference Hosted

-

9,600

UNFPA - Subsistence Allowance

103,750

13,750

UNFPA - Printing and Stationary

205,609

-

National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI)

461,002

585,055

NSDI - Stakeholder Engagement

128,136

43,128

NSDI - Training & Study Tour

270,556

89,878

NSDI - Fuel & Transport Costs

10,930

22,377

NSDI - Repairs and maintenance

120

2,920

NSDI - Advertising

-

13,522

NSDI - Travel Expense

-

1,300

NSDI - Subsistence Allowances

51,260

187,370

NSDI - Printing and Stationaries

-

51,000
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NSDI - Materials and supplies

-

72,253

NSDI - Conference Hosted

-

101,308

Labour Force Survey and International Labour OrganisationCountry Pilot Study (LFS-ILO)

167,488

23,129,348

LFS - ILO Pilot Study - Remunerations

-

6,858,488

LFS - Overtime

-

1,066,836

LFS-ILO Pilot Study - Vehicle Rental

-

6,295,624

LFS - Telephone Expenses/Air Time

-

200

LFS-ILO Pilot Study - Travel Expenses

-

15,030

LFS - ILO Pilot Study: Fuel & Transport

-

1,454,135

LFS-ILO Pilot Study - Material & Supplies

-

613,002

LFS - Computer Consumables

-

104,075

LFS - License Fees Computers

-

428,943

LFS -ILO Pilot Study -Meals & Accommodation

-

4,468,179

LFS-ILO Pilot Study Subsistence Allowance

-

1,029,879

LFS - Publicity

167,488

560,309

LFS - Repairs & Maintenance Vehicles

-

206,218

Labour - Airtime

-

25,202

Labour - Fuel & Transport Costs

-

3,227

Namibia Inter-censual Demographic Survey (NIDS) and Labour
force Survey (LFS)

-

69,045

NIDS - Subject Matter Consultancy Fees

-

46,704

NIDS-LFS Stakeholder Engagements

-

915

NIDS-LFS Hotel & Accommodation

-

10,725

NIDS-LFS Subsistence Allowance

-

10,400

NIDS-LFS Repairs & Maintenance Vehicles

-

300

World Health Organisation (WHO)

135,940

97,832

WHO - Stakeholder Engagement

3,290

51,944

WHO - Subsistence Allowance

65,600

23,450

WHO - Conference Hosted

67,050

22,438

Labour Market Information System (LMIS)

171,582

34,606

LMIS - Material & Suppliers

-

34,606

LMIS - Travel Expenses

171,582

-

Field Work For Regular Releases

373,374

323,018

FWRR - Stakeholder Engagement

52,102

15,603

FWRR - Transport Allowance

26,348

-

FWRR- Meals & Accommondation

32,438

-

FWRR - Subsistence Allowance

262,486

307,415
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Agricultural Census

-

123,750

Consultancy Fee

-

123,750

World Bank Project

1,089,035

1,329,204

Subject matter consultancy

378,080

672,993

World Bank - Bank Charges

-

718

World Bank - Training

99,518

149,107

Travel expenses

87,774

204,422

Hotel and accommodation

79,815

23,006

Subsistence allowance

443,847

278,958

International Comparison Program (ICP)

-

231,213

ICP - Remuneration

-

28,350

ICP Overtime

-

38,617

Subsistence allowance

-

164,246

Food and Agriculture Organisation - Namibia Post Harvest
Loss Project

-

831,100

FAO ( NPH) - Remuneration

-

322,684

FAO(NPH) - Fuel and Transport Cost

-

144,103

FAO(NPH) - Materials and Supplies

-

29,227

FAO - License fee Computers

-

20,367

FAO(NPH) - Meals & Accommodations

-

59,631

FAO(NPH) - Subsistence Allowance

-

235,304

FAO(NPH) - Repairs and Maintenance Vehicle

-

19,785

Civil Registration Vital Statistics and Data Processing Capacity
Building

4,151

-

CVRS - Subsistence Allowance

4,151

-

PROJECT - INFORMAL CROSS BOADER SURVEY

510,672

-

Informal Cross BoaderSurvey Remuneration

416,717

-

Informal Cross Boarder Survey -Hotel&Acc

93,954

-

LOBOUR MARKET INFORMATION SYSTEM (LMIS)

388,591

-

LMIS - Remuneration

384,784

-

LMIS - Overtime

3,807

-

Informal Trade Survey

628,511

-

Informal Trade - Remuneration

275,312

-

Informal Trade - Fuel and Transport Cost

65,887

-

Informal Trade - Materials & Supplies

63,639

-

Informal Trade - Subsistence Allowance

223,673

-

21,605,349

27,221,769
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Other income
Other income includes:

6

Profit on disposal of property, plant and equipment

-

30,415

Refund from Namibia Training Authority for VET Levy

-

2,344,987

Namibia Welfare of Adolescent and Youth Survey (NAMWAYS)

3,422,667

3,181,642

Sundry income

966,000

533,398

4,388,667

6,090,442

33,575

47,106

33,575

47,106

Website upgrade

4,554

4,497

Logo, branding and advertisement

303,549

379,157

Promotional activities, marketing & stakeholder engagements

10,830

11,109

General publications

14,250

132,234

333,183

526,997

Legal fees

52,530

-

Foreign exchange gain/loss

179,970

-

Cleaning services & materials

870,261

798,221

Bank charges

184,739

213,877

Fleet management system and monitoring

146,575

140,021

Membership fees & subscriptions

47,267

78,788

License fees (computers & vehicles)

2,532,167

4,114,211

IT outsourcing

1,747,320

1,183,724

Stationery & computer consumables

162,733

122,097

Storage costs

156,603

174,321

Office expenses

123,077

-

Penalties and fines

105,282

939,369

Electricity and water

1,451,262

1,309,075

Office equipment’s expenses

798,644

976,031

Finance Income
Finance income includes:
Interest income on bank balances

7

Distribution expenses
The distribution expenses include:

8
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Administrative & operating expenses
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Consultancy fees

114,961

21,912

Conferences & culture change events

29,397

276,520

Insurance

1,060,613

961,175

Hotel and accommodation

139,802

-

Departmental training

325,459

251,089

Rental expenses

4,093,184

10,021,000

Depreciation and amortisation expense

3,680,775

6,511,640

Depreciation-ROUA

5,528,945

-

Interest expense-Lease liability

259,720

-

Audit Fee

487,716

228,705

Fuel and transport cost

1,015,108

846,640

Employee costs

70,564,328

64,209,608

Staff training costs & internships

174,013

74,194

Strategic plan and management retreat

182,240

90,027

Recruitment

58,316

90,201

Board fees

799,505

832,094

Security expenses

546,915

533,685

Repairs and maintenance

434,853

573,741

Entertainment and refreshments

-

35,875

Contingency

359,380

127,448

Interest paid

18,418

90,682

Travel expenses

1,381,762

1,162,437

Leasing Charges

(791,405)

-

Bad Debt

-

48,723

99,022,432

97,037,132

Included in other operating costs, are costs that are directly related to the collection, production
and analysis of other official statistics.
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(Deficit)/surplus for the year

2020

2019

N$

N$

External audit service fees

487,716

228,705

Depreciation and amortisation expense

3,680,775

6,511,640

Employee costs

70,564,328

64,209,608

-

858

Permanent

145

139

Short-term

17

8

Cash in bank

120,449,345

31,658,896

Cash on hand

6,589

1,670

120,455,934

31,660,566

The following items have been recognised as expenses
(income) in determining the (deficit)/surplus:

Deferred income i.e. asset-based government grants
recognised during the year:
Furniture & fittings
Number of employees

10

Cash and cash equivalents
Bank balances and cash comprise cash held by the Agency
and short-term bank deposits. The carrying amount of
these assets approximates their fair value.

Security and pledges 							
N$ 600 000 in a Standard Bank call account has been pledged as security for the Stannic Fleet System.
11

Property, plant and equipment							
Motor
Vehicles

Computer
Equipment

Office
Equipment

Leasehold
Furniture &
Improvements fittings

Low Value Total
Assets

2020
Opening balance

7,010,780

1,349,456

106,675

808,597

1,105,026

-

10,380,534

Additions - acquired

-

2,431,233

34,500

-

39,409

-

2,505,142

Additions - donated

-

99,251

-

-

-

-

99,251

Depreciation

(315,635)

(1,389,549)

(99,376)

(683,550)

(685,517)

-

(3,173,628)

Closing balance

6,695,146

2,490,391

41,799

125,047

458,917

-

9,811,300

Computer
Equipment

Office
Equipment

Leasehold
Furniture &
Improvements fittings

Low Value Total
Assets

20,400,502

4,650,117

4,510,484

6,772,168

218,973

Motor
Vehicles
Cost

61,015,878

24,463,634
Accumulated depreciation
Closing balance

7,010,780

1,349,454

(4,543,443)

(3,701,886)

(5,667,143)

(218,972)

106,674

808,597

1,105,025

-
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10,380,535

12
Intangible assets							
							
2020			
2019
Computer Software							
Opening balance					
1,441,732 		
1,810,879
Additions					
936,905 		
138,000
Amortisation					
(507,148)		
(507,148)
Closing balance					
1,871,489 		
1,441,732
								
Cost					
12,091,423 		
11,154,518
Accumulated amortisation and impairment		
(10,219,933)		
(9,712,786)
Closing balance					
1,871,489 		
1,441,732
								
The Agency has one class of intangible asset: Computer Software which have been acquired and are not
internally generated assets.
13
Financial Instruments:							
								
Trade and other receivables							
Trade receivables					
393,321 		
4,902,219
Loss allowance					
(48,723)		
(48,723)
Trade receivables at amortised costs		
344,598 			
4,853,496
Deposits					
463,394 		
463,394
								
Non-financial instruments:							
Other receivables					
420,224 		
190,933
Total trade and other receivables			
1,228,216 		
5,507,822
								
Split between non-current and current							
Current assets					
1,228,216 		
5,507,822
								
Exposure to credit risk							
Trade receivables inherently expose the Agency to credit risk, being the risk the Agency will incur financial loss if
customers fail to make payments as they fall due.
The Agency’s history credit loss experience does not show significantly different loss patterns for different customer
segments. The provision for credit losses is therefore based on past due status without disaggregating into further
risk profiles. The loss allowance provision is determined as follows:
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Expected credit loss rate:

2019
Estimated
gross carrying
amount at
default

2020
Estimated
gross
carrying
amount at
default

2020
Loss
allowance
(Lifetime
expected
credit loss)

2019
Loss allowance
(Lifetime
expected credit
loss)

Not past due 1% (2019: 0%)

2,816,643

-

28,166

28,166

Less than 30 days past due 1% (2019: 0%)

49,093

-

491

491

31-60 days past due 1% (2019: 0%)

585,569

-

5,856

5,856

61-90 days past due 0% (2019: 0%)

-

-

-

-

91-120 past due 100% (2019: 0%)

230,608

136,812.96

230,608

48,723

Credit risk disclosures for comparative under IAS39							
The following sections provide comparative information for trade and other receivables which have not
been restated. The information is provided in accordance with IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and
Measurement.							
								
Credit quality of trade and other receivables							
The credit quality of trade and other receivables that are neither past nor due nor impaired can be assessed by
reference to external credit ratings (If available) or to historically information about counterparty default rates:
Trade receivables

2019
Estimated
gross carrying
amount at
default

2020
Estimated
gross
carrying
amount at
default

2020
Loss
allowance
(Lifetime
expected
credit loss)

2019
Loss allowance
(Lifetime
expected credit
loss)

Counterparties without external credit rating
Namways-group 1

-

Other debtor’s-Group 2

-

-

-

3,451,305
230,608

Other debtor’s - group 3
								
Group 1-new customer (less 6 months)							
Group 2- existing customer (more than 6 months) with no defaults in the past.				
Group 3-existing customer (more than 6 months) with some defaults in the past. All defaults were fully 		
recovered
						
								
Trade and other receivables past due but
not impaired

Trade and other receivables that are neither past due but not impaired
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2019
Estimated
gross carrying
amount at
default

2020
Estimated
gross
carrying
amount at
default
3,633,190

2020
Loss
allowance
(Lifetime
expected
credit loss)

-

2019
Loss allowance
(Lifetime
expected credit
loss)
230,608

Trade and other receivables impaired

2019
Estimated
gross carrying
amount at
default

Trade and other receivables that are
neither past due but not impaired
Fair value of trade and other receivables

Fair value of trade and other
receivables

2020
Estimated
gross
carrying
amount at
default
-

2019
Estimated
gross carrying
amount at
default

3,633,190

2019
Loss allowance
(Lifetime
expected credit
loss)

-

48,723

2020
Estimated
gross
carrying
amount at
default
-

2020
Loss
allowance
(Lifetime
expected
credit loss)

2020
Loss
allowance
(Lifetime
expected
credit loss)

-

2019
Loss allowance
(Lifetime
expected credit
loss)

-

230,608

14
Trade payables							
								
Financial instruments 							
Trade payables
National Planning Commission (NPC)
Suppliers and sundry accruals

676,373
5,148,623

4,013,810

5,148,623

4,013,810

Non - financial instruments 					
Provision - Audit fees

408,825

52,693

Lease smoothing

-

791,405

Provision - Leave

4,536,659

4,327,931

Accruals - payroll related

1,080,979

3,227,620

6,026,463

8,399,648

6,026,463

8,399,648

Total Trades Payable

								
Trade and other payables comprise amounts outstanding for trade purchases and ongoing costs. Management
considers the carrying amount of trade and other payables to be approximate their fair value.
The average credit period on purchase of certain goods from major creditors is 1 month. No interest is charged on
the trade payables for the first 30 days from the date of the invoice.
15

Deferred income							

Deferred income arising from government grants, donated assets received from GIZ and the National Planning
Commission (NPC), as well as the unutilised fund for projects:							
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2020
N$

2019
N$

Computer Equipment
Office Equipment
Furniture & fittings

676,373
5,148,623

4,013,810

5,148,623

4,013,810

Add: Additions

99,251

561,760

Computer Equipment

99,251

554,584

-

7,176

Less: Deferred income to be recognised in the current year:		

(263,641)

(276,439)

Computer Equipment

(240,372)

(61,620)

Office Equipment

(23,269)

(23,269)

Low value assets

-

(7,176)

-

(184,374)

362,904

533,683

						

Low Value Assets

Furniture & fittings
Deferred income – grants related to donated assets

												
Deferred income – grants related to income
The following are unutilised at the beginning of the financial year:

7,618,920

2,772,541

153

858

839,678

-

1,000,000

1,000,000

WHO

157,168

-

Leasehold improvements

108,696

369,565

World Bank

613,226

1,146,739

-

255,379

Ministry of mines and energy

3,400,000

-

Ministry of Local Development

1,500,000

-

UNFPA Funding
Bank of Namibia
Feasibility Study for NSA Head Office

FAO

Add: Grants received during the financial year
UNFPA

566,922

2,772,541

Leasehold improvements

-

858

Bank of Namibia

-

-

1,584,462

1,000,000

85,000

-

-

369,565

Census

80,842,000

1,146,739

Ministry of Urban & Rural Development - Censuss

18,840,810

255,379

6,000,000

-

World Bank
WHO
FAO

Ministry of Agriculture- Census
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2020
N$
Pledge

2019
N$

15,000

-

Ministry of mines and energy

-

1,146,739

Ministry of local development

-

255,379

(19,982,667)

(3,082,135)

UNFPA

(566,922)

(361,023)

Leasehold improvements

(108,696)

(260,870)

-

(108,505)

(2,197,688)

(1,264,245)

(135,940)

(97,832)

-

(389,661)

Less: deferred income released to income statement

Bank of Namibia
World Bank
WHO
FAO
Census
Ministry of mines and energy

(13,773,422)
(3,200,000)

(600,000)

Less: Refund to NSA

-

(858)

UNFPA

-

(858)

World Bank

-

-

153

152

1,000,000

1,000,000

106,228

157,168

Unutilised at year end:
UNFPA
Feasibility Study for NSA Head Office
WHO
Leasehold improvements

-

108,696

839,678

839,678

World Bank

-

613,163

FAO

-

-

Namibia Financial Inclusion Survey - BON

-

-

Census

67,068,578

-

Ministry of Urban & Rural Development - Censuss

18,840,810

-

6,000,000

-

15,000

-

Deferred income – grants related to income

95,570,447

7,618,857

Total deferred income

95,570,447

7,618,857

Bank of Namibia

Ministry of Agriculture- Census
Pledge
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2020
N$

2019
N$

Current liabilities
Deferred income -grants related to income

94,570,412

Deferred income – grants related to assets

36,779

561,760

Office Equipment

32,901

554,584

3,878

7,176

Furniture & fittings
Leasehold improvements

-

6,510,162

554,584

Total current liabilities

94,607,191

6,826,988

Total deferred income

95,933,317

8,152,540

16

Cash (used in)/generated from operations							
2020
N$

Operating (deficit)/surplus for the year

2019
N$

(1,118,283)

(21,231,100)

Depreciation

3,680,775

6,511,640

Depreciation -Lease liability

Adjusted for:
5,528,945

-

Finance charges-Lease liabilty

259,720

-

Capital portion -Lease liability

5,366,569

-

Lease incentive

(108,696)

(260,870)

(5,626,290)

-

(791,405)

(548,976)

(20,066,439)

(3,272,249)

564,860

(610,490)

Operating Lease expense
Lease Charges
Deferred income released to income
Provisions
Loss on disposal of property, plant and equipment

-

3,716

Profit on disposal of property, plant and equipment

-

(30,415)

(179,970)

-

(33,575)

(47,106)

(153,977)

(3,915)

(12,677,765)

(19,489,765)

Profit on foreign exchange
Interest received
Other non-cash movement
Operating (deficit)/surplus before working capital changes
Office Equipment
Furniture & fittings

676,373
5,148,623

4,013,810

3,739,434

(4,481,164)

(1,088,200)

3,655,127

107,856,660

8,109,385

97,830,130

(12,206,417)

Working capital changes:
movement in accounts receivable
movement in accounts payables
movement in deferred income
Cash generated from operations
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17

Related parties							

Deferred income arising from government grants, donated assets received from GIZ and the National Planning
Commission (NPC), as well as the unutilised fund for projects:

Key management							
Key management personnel consist of the board members and members of the executive management of the
Agency.							
							
Key management members:							
Mr Alex Shimuafeni
(Statistician - General and Chief Executive Officer)		
Ms Ottilie Mwazi
(Deputy Statistician - General) 						
Mr Alex Mudabeti
(Executive: GIS and NSDI Coordination)					
Mr Abel Sindano
(Executive Economics) From 1 February 2020			
Mr Aloysius Tsheehama
(Acting Executive Economics) - From 1 January 2019 - 30 June 2019 and
1 January 2020 to 31 January 2020 				
Dr Isak Neema
(Executive Quality and Assurance)			
Mr Israel K Tjizake
Mr Ngaingonekue Uamburu
Mr Peter von Kuhne
Ms Tersia G M Gowases
Ms Rosalia Shipiki

(Executive Demographic and Social Statistics)			
(Acting Executive Economics) - From 1 July 2019 - 31 December 2019		
Ms Pauline Chigumbu (Executive Finance and Administration)		
(Executive Human Resources)			
(Executive Information and Technology and Data Processing)
(Company Secretary and Legal Advisor)

The total remuneration of Board members and other members of key management in 2020 (including salaries
and benefits) was:							
2020
N$

2019
N$

Sitting allowance

233,629

242,943

Retainer fees

565,876

589,151

Remuneration of Board members:
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Remuneration of Key Management:
Statistician - General

1,481,321

1,413,924

Other members of key management

9,856,563

9,619,327

18

Commitments

Commitments under operating leases-Agency as lessee
The Agency rents all office space under operating leases. The lease terms range from 1 to 5 years.		
At year-end, the Agency has outstanding commitments under non-cancellable operating leases that fall due as
follows:									
Less than 1 year

5,043,296

4,602,274

More than 1 year but less than 5 years

23,595,387

5,043,296

28,638,683

9,645,570

		
19

Risk Management

19.1 Credit Risk
Credit risk consists mainly of cash equivalents, and trade debtors. The Agency only deposits cash
with major banks with high quality credit standing and limits exposure to any one counter-party.
Trade receivables comprise a relatively small customer base. Management does not expect any
losses from non-performance by these counterparties.
2020
Gross carrying
amount

Credit loss
allowance

Amortised cost
/fair value

Cash and cash equivalents

120,455,934

-

120,455,934

Trade and other receivables

393,321

48,723

344,598

120,849,255

48,723

120,800,532

The carrying amount of financial assets recorded in the financial statements, which is net of
impairment losses, represents the Agency’s maximum exposure to credit risk without taking
account of the value of any collateral obtained.
19.2 Liquidity risk
Financial liabilities
Description

Within one year

2020

N$

Financial assets
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Trade receivables

1,228,216

Cash and cash equivalents

120,455,934
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Financial liabilities
Trade and other payables

11,175,086
110,509,064

2019
Financial assets
Trade receivables

5,507,822

Cash and cash equivalents

31,660,566

Financial liabilities
Deferred income

6,820,660
30,347,728

19.3

Market risk

Interest rate risk management

Market risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will
fluctuate because of changes in market prices. Market risk comprises three types of risk:
Currency risk, interest rate risk and price risk.
Interest rate risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument
will fluctuate because of changes in the market interest rates.
As part of the process of managing the Agency’s interest rate risk, interest rate characteristics
of new borrowings and the refinancing of existing borrowings are positioned according
to expected movements in interest rates. The Agency has no significant interest-bearing
assets or liabilities other than bank accounts.
19.4

Fair value							

Management are of the opinion that the net book value of financial instruments
approximate fair value.
19.5 Capital risk management							
The Agency manages its capital to ensure that the Agency will be able to continue as a
going concern while maximising the return to stakeholders through the optimisation of
the debt and accumulated surplus balance. The capital structure of the Agency consists
of cash and cash equivalents and accumulated surplus as disclosed in the notes in the
statement of financial position.
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19.6

Capital risk management							

The Agency manages its capital to ensure that the Agency will be able to continue as a
going concern while maximising the return to stakeholders through the optimisation of
the debt and accumulated surplus balance. The capital structure of the Agency consists
of cash and cash equivalents and accumulated surplus as disclosed in the notes in the
statement of financial position.
2020
N$

2019
N$

Financial assets at amortised cost
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

1,228,216

5,507,822

120,455,934

31,660,566

11,175,086

6,820,660

Financial liabilities at amortised cost
Deferred income
20

Contingent Liabilities							
Namways Project Overtime
In November 2019, a claim was lodged against the Agency asserting that it had breached the
Labour Act (Act No. 11 of 2007) with respect to overtime worked on the Namibia Welfare of
Adolescent and Youth Survey. The Agency has disclaimed liability and is defending the action.
It is not practical to estimate the potential effect of this claim, but legal advice indicates that it is not
probable that a significant liability will arise.
Labour dispute
Legal proceedings were lodged during the 2016 financial year against the Agency by a former
employee for unfair labor practices. The estimated cost of the claim amounts to N$ 682 431.
The Agency is defending the dispute. Legal advice obtained indicates that it is unlikely that any significant
liability will arise. Management are of the view that no material losses will arise in respect of the legal claim
at the date of these financial statements.
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21

Leases
2020
Right of use Asset
Land and Building

Computer Equipment

Total

Cost

36,713,710

570,940

37,284,650

Accumulated depreciation

5,265,434

263,511

5,528,945

31,448,276

307,429

31,755,705

Current Liabilities

8,242,775

254,205

8,496,980

Non-Current liabilities

23,554,058

41,329

23,595,387

31,796,833

295,534

32,092,366

Lease Liabilities

21

Retained Earnings
184,470.66
(10,184.91)
							
prepayment

174,286

2020
Repayment

540,172

Retained Earnings

540,172
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